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GENERAL INTRODUCTION

This thesis investigates the modulatory actions of serotonergic systems in the spinal cord.

Accordingly, the focus of this General lntroduction will be on describing the serotonin

system with an emphasis on modulation of spinal cord function.

The original discovery of serotonin dates back to the 1930',s when Italian researcher

Vittorio Erspamer was working on the contracting and constricting properties of various

amine substances found in the skins and intestinal tracts of animals' He discovered a

substance that caused smooth muscle contraction and was found in the enterochromaffin

cells of the gut. He named the substance enteramine. Around the same time, Irvine Page

was working on hypertension and arteriosclerosis at the cleveland clinic' He felt that

hypertension could be explained by the presence of endogenous constricting factors in the

blood. During the preparation of the blood for experimentation' another senrm substance

precipitated as soon as the blood coagurated which had to be isolated before any progress

could be made on the hypertension-producing factor' Organic chemist' Maurice Rapport

and biochemist, Arda Green succeeded in isolating this serum factor and their results

were reported in Science (1948)' They provisionally named it serotonin' which indicated

its source lvas serum (sero) and its activity was one that causes constriction (tonic)' At

thistimetheactualfunctionofserotoninwasstillunknown.Itwasnotuntiltheearly

1950's that a PhD student at Harvard, Betty Twarog, studying smooth muscle membranes

and neurotransmitters involved in functions in mollusks' found that serotonin was

involved as a transmitter which inhibited a particular smooth muscle phenomenon in
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mollusks called "catch". Around the same time it was found that serotonin and

enteramine were the same substance. convinced that invertebrate neurotransmitters could

also be neurotransmitters in vertebrates, Dr. Twarog's studies found serotonin in the

mammalian brain. From there numerous studies have been undertaken to elucidate the

roles of serotonin in CNS function (whitaker- Azmítia,1999). Since that time, thousands

ofpapershavebeenpublishedonserotonin(5-HT)demonstratingagreatvarietyofroles,

not the least of which is as a neurotransmitter involved in many behaviours including

psychological functions, sleep, eating behaviour, sexual activity' leaming and memory'

modulation of pain and sensory and motor control (Azmitia and Gannon' 1986)'

Brainstem Serotonerqic Neurons

The next signifrcant advance in 5-HT research was due to a randmark study by Dahlstom

andFuxe,whichanatomicallydemonstratedthelocationofthecellbodiesandterminals

of the ne'rons containing 5-HT in the rat brain (Dahlstrom and Fuxe, 1964)' They found

the 5-HT cell bodies in the brainstem clustered into two groups' rostral and caudal' near

the midline. The rostrar group contains four main nuclei B5-89, which project to the

cortex and higher brain centers as well as to the cervical spinal cord (Skagerberg and

Bjorklund, 1985) and the caudal B1-84 cell groups which project to the spinal cord'

Nucleicontainedwithinthecaudalcellgroupsareasfollows:Blgroupconsistsofthe

subnucleus reticularis dorsalis and the raphe pallidus; B2 consists of the raphe obscurus;

B3 consists of the raphe magnus, reticuraris paragigantocerluraris, the raterar reticular

nuclei and the rostral ventrolateral medulla. Last, just ventral to the fourth ventricle,

extending caudally to join 82 in the nucleus obscurus' are z group of 5-HT
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immunoreactive cells which are labeled

Jacobs and Azmitia, 1992).

the B4 nuclei. (Azmitia and Gannon, 1986;

Proiections to sPinal cord

While there are no serotonergic neurons within the spinal cord, these neurons have

extensive inputs from both the rostral and caudar serotonergic nucrei in the brainstem.

This is illustrated with immunolabeling studies done in the primate (Azmitia and Gannon,

1986). With regard to the caudal groüp, 5-HT cells in the nucleus raphe obscurus extend

into the spinar cord where they are associated with the descending medial longitudinal

fasciculus (MLF) terminating in the central canal (lamina X) and motor nuclei (lamina

IX) as well as to brainstem motoneurons in the cranial nerves X and xII' The MLF

interconnects the oculomotor nuclei, the spinal motoneurons and the vestibular nuclei'

The nucleus paragigantocellularis is comprised of a large cluster of neurons on the

ventrolateral floor of the medu[a. This nucreus is associated with cranial newes vI to XII

andalsoprojectstotheintermediategray(laminaVII)ventralhornandintermediolateral

cell column in the spinal cord. Cells from the nucleus raphe pallidus and the nucleus

raphe magnus extend into the inferior olive and the reticular formation' The raphe

pallidus also terminates in the ventral horn and intermediolateral cell column of the spinal

cord. The cells of the B3 group (nucleus raphe magnus, paragigantocellularis and lateral

reticular nuclei) descend and innervate both the substantia gelatinosa (lamina II) and the

ventrar horn in the spinal cord. Finarly, the cells of the rostral ventrolateral medulia

project ipsilaterally in the dorsolateral funiculus to terminate in the intermediolateral

column in the sPinal cord'
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Thus, there are distinct but overlapping projection sites related to each bulbospinal

serotonergic pathway. This, and additional differences in ultrastructure and

immunocytochemistry (see Azmitia and Gannon, 1986) suggest that the 5-HT system

regulates many aspects of spinal cord function. Note that, while there are some

differences in the primate brain with respect to nuclear organizatíon, projections and

termination sites, the pattern of organization of the serotonergic system of the brain is

fairly well conserved across species.

Most of our understanding of 5-HT receptor distribution in the spinal cord is based on

receptor binding and pharmacological approaches' Since both approaches rely on the

binding affinities and specificity of a given drug for a receptor, and these components

usually have overlapping affinities for different receptor subtypes, caution must be taken

when tryrng to identify the presence of receptor subtlpes' Having said that' more recent

studies which utilize in situ hybridization (Fonseca et a1.,2001) and receptor subtype-

specific immunocytochemistry (Sawchuk and Hochman, 2001) are beginning to provide

an unambiguous identification of 5-HT receptor subtypes in spinal cord and their

topographic locations'

cunently there are seven families of 5-HT receptors (s-HTr-i) with at least 14 distinct

receptor subtypes. similar to the different projection sites from serotonergic nuciei, the

receptor subtype distribution in the spinal cord is also topographically heterogeneous'

Generally speaking, 5-HTr receptors dominate the dorsal hom, 5-HT2 receptors dominate
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the ventral hom particularly on motoneurons, and 5-HT¡ receptors appear to be localized

to the superficial dorsal horn, laminae I and II in the spinal cord. only the 5-HT¡ receptor

subtype is ionotropic. All of the other serotonergic receptors are G-protein coupled

metabotropic receptors (Barnes and Sharp, 1999). Table 1 summarizes the 5-HT receptor

subtl,pes and their standard transduction pathways'

The following sub-sections will describe our current knowledge on 5-HT receptors in the

spinal cord.

5-HTr RecePtors

Huang and Peroutka identified S-HTrn, 5-HTrs as well as 5-HT16 (now known as 5-

HTzc) binding sites in the spinal cord (Huang and Peroutka, 1987)' 5-HTr receptors are

present on primary afferent terminals and dorsal horn neurons and are predominantly

associated with a depression in spinal cord responses (Garraway and Hochman, 2001)'

This depression may be attributed to postsynaptic actions on the NMDA receptor (Lopez-

Garcia and King, 1996b), or depression at the primary afferent terminal due to primary

afferent depolanzation (Holohean et al., 1990; Lopez-Garcia and Ktg, 1996a)' The

5HTre receptor seems to function as an autoreceptor on descending serotonergic

terminals (Murphy and Zemlan, 1 988)'

S-HTz RecePtors

Techniques using immunocytochemical approaches (Ridet et àl', 1994)' in situ

hybndization (Molineaux et a1., 1989; Pompeiano et a1', 1994) and autoradiographic
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methods (Pazos eta1.,1985; Marlier et a1., 1991) have been employed to demonstrate the

various 5-HTz receptor subtypes in the spinal cord. ln the rat, high levels of 5-HTzn

receptors are found in the ventral horn (lamina IX) (Fonseca et a1', 2001) while S-HTzc

receptors are found throughout the gray matter, except for lamina II, and particularly in

lamina V and VII (Motineaux et al., 1989). Compared to the intermediate glay matter and

ventral horn, there are relatively few 5-HTz labeled cells in the dorsal horn of the spinal

cord. lnterestingly, no evidence for the presence of the 5-HTzs receptor subtype was

found in the rat spinal cord (Pompeiano et al',1994).

The majority of studies demonstrate increases in spinal cord excitability with 5-HTz

receptor activation (Wang and Dun, 1990; Eide and Hole, l99I; Eide and Hole, 1993;

Hori et al.,1996;Aghajanian and Marek,lgg7). This includes motoneuron depolarization

and increased firing (Rasmussen and Aghajanian, 1990; Holohean et a1., 1990; Wang and

Dun, 1990) as well as facilitation of mono- and polysynaptic reflexes (Yamazaki et al',

1992; Machacek et a1., 200 1 ).

5HT¡ RecePtors

The 5-HT¡ receptor differs from the other 5-HT receptors in that the receptor itself forms

a monovalent cation permeant ion channel that regulates ion flux independent of G-

proteins. Generally involving fast synaptic transmission, the 5-HT3 receptor subtlpe has

been found on the terminals of dorsal root ganglia as well as in the superficial dorsal horn

of the spinal cord (Kia et a1., 1995; Laporte et al., 1996). At their location on primary

afferent terminal, 5-HT¡ receptors can be expected to mediate PAD and result in synaptic
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depression (Khasabov et al.,lggg). However, there have been conflicting reports in the

literature and activation of 5-HT¡ receptors have been implicated in both excitatory

pronociceptive (Ali et al., 1996; Zeitz et a1.,2002) and inhibitory antinociceptive effects

(Glaum et al., 1990; Bardin et a1., 2000; Sasaki et al', 2001)'

5-HT¿¡ RecePtors

pharmacological studies indicate that there are no 5-HT4 receptors in the spinal cord'

however the endogenous existence of the receptor based on in situ hybridization studies

indicate that receptor is found in the striatum, thalamus, hippocampus, brainstem and

orfactory bulb (Gerald et ar., 1995). To date there is no evidence that the 5-HTs receptor

is expressed endogenously aithough carson (1996) indicated through receptor specific

antisera that there may be a 5-HTs¡ receptor located on glia (carson et a1', 1996)' Finally'

while 5-HTo receptors have been identified in the spinal cord using

immunohistochemistry and in sítu hybndization, their physiological actions are not yet

determined (Gerard et a1.,1996; Gerard et a1'' 1997)'

5-HTz RecePtors

using a polyclonal antibody and immunofluorescence, 5-HTu receptors have been

demonstrated predominantly on nociceptor-like neurons in the rat lumbar dorsal root

ganglia. Immunohistochemical methods have also shown 5-HTz receptors in the rat

lumbar spinal cord at 7, 14 and 27 days postnatal (Sawchuk and Hochman, 2001)' The

immunoreactivity is rocarized to the superficial rayers or the dorsal horn in the spinal cord

(Sawchuk and Hochm an, 2001; Meuser et al., 2002) and in motoneurons (Sawchuk and
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Hochman, 2001). 5-HT induced depolætzation of motoneurons in neonatal rats can be

blocked with antagonists consistent with actions at 5-HT? receptors (Takahashi and

Berger, 1990). Further, in experiments where 5-HT receptor specific ligands were applied

to rat spinal cord slices, facilitation of synaptic responses occurred with 5-HT7 receptor

activation and was reversed with application of the 5-HTz antagonist clozapine

(Garraway and Hochman, 2001)'

Functions of 5-HT

There is considerable evidence that bulbospinal monoaminergic systems modulate spinal

cord sensory and motor activity (Basbaum and Fields, 1979 Barbeau and Rossignol,

1991; Sandkuhler, 1996; Cazalets et a1.,1998). There is also growing evidence for the

importance of 5-HT in the control of spinal interneurons interposed in reflex pathways

(Bras et a1., 1990; Jankowska et a1., 1994; Jankowska et al', 1995; Jankowska et al''

lgg|).one premise might be that activation of monoaminergic systems can adjust spinal

neural networks into various functional 'states" For example, enhanced flexion

withdrawal reflexes function to protect tissue from fufher rnjury while activation of a

spinal central pattern generator functions to produce locomotor activity' The spinal

neurons serving these behaviours undoubtedly receive input from monoaminergic

systems and these descending neurotransmitters presumably exert modulatory control

over these behaviours.

In general, the activity patterns and actions of serotonergic neurons result in a depression

of sensory activity and a facilitation of motor ouþut (willis v/.D. and coggeshall, 1991;
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'Wallis, lgg4). For example, descending serotonergic activity can powerfully suppress

nociceptive information by activation of 5-HTr and 5-HT¡ receptors (Zemlan et al., 1983;

peng et al.,1996; Peng et a1., 2001). At the same time, serotonergic receptors have been

reported to initiate and modulate locomotor patterns (Barbeau and Rossignol, 1991;

Cazalets et al., 1992; Kiehn and Kjaerulff, 1996; Cowley and Schmidt, 1997)' Based on

these and their own observations of serotonergic neuronal activity in awake behaving

animals, Jacobs and Fornal (1993) forwarded a heuristic h¡pothesis regarding the effects

of 5-HT on sensory and motor behaviours. They stated that "the primary function of 5-

HT neurons is to facilitate motor ouþut in both the tonic and repetitive modes. In an

ancillary manner, the system acts to inhibit sensory information processing and to

coordinate autonomic and neuroendocrine function in relation to changing motor output.

When the 5-HT system is inactivated, these relationships are reversed; motor output is

disfacilitated and sensory information processing is disinhibited" (Jacobs and Fomal,

lg93). Further, they suggest that 5-HT serves an integrative function involved in a

diversity of behavioural and physiological processes. There is a general relationship

between motor activities (i.e. CPG activities such as walking, chewing, grooming) and 5-

HT neuronal activity, and reciprocally, during the active inhibition of behaviour (e.g'

during orientation) there is a suppression of 5-HT neuronal activity. These behaviours

collectively could then be described as a specific functional 'states''

While there is practical appeal to the hypothesis forwarded by Jacobs and Fornal (1993),

it is undoubtedly an oversimplification þersonal communication with B. Jacobs). The

actions of 5-HT in the CNS, and in the spinal cord in particular, must be investigated in
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the context of the different brainstem regions that project descending serotonergic fibres

as well as the presence of different metabotropic receptor subtypes with opposing actions

on signal transduction pathways. To that end, distinct serotonergic systems in the

brainstem and activation of different metabotropic receptor subtypes could reconfigure

spinal neural networks into, and out of, various functional 'states' (Harris-Warrick and

Marder, 1991; Hochman et a1., 2001).

i. Locomotion, bistabilitY

The role of serotonin on spinal cord reflex modulation and locomotor pattern generation

has been studied with both in vivo and in vitro studies. However, gaining access to the

complex mammalian spinal locomotor network has been difficult. Due to their much

simpler and more accessible nervous systems, work in lower vertebrate preparations have

provided most of our insights into cellular and network mechanisms of vertebrate

locomotion. For exampre, 5-HT has been shown to increase the intensity and duration of

motor bursts in a maturational age-related manner in Xenopus tadpoles (Sillar et al',

1998). The synaptic interconnections are not the only requirement for locomotor ouþut'

Rather intrinsic membrane properties of the network components leading to bistable and

oscillatory neuronal activity have been shown to be essential for locomotion and other

CPG behaviours (Hounsgaard et a1., 1988; Sillar et a1', 1998; Maclean et a1'' 1998)'

Additionally, work in the tadpole (scrymgeour-wedderburn et a1.,1997) and neonatal rat

(Mclean et a1.,2000) have demonstrated NMDA receptor-activation induced voltage

oscillations which depend on activation of 5-HT'
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ln the lamprey, 5-HT induces facilitation of both inhibitory and excitatory inputs in the

activity dependent plasticity associated with CPG network activity @arker and Grillner,

1999; Zhurg and Grillner, 2000). These 5-HT induced neuromodulatory effects have

been modeled and analyzedby means of computer simulations (Kozlov et a1., 2001).

Studies in monoaminergic modulatory actions in vivo work has been performed largely in

the cat, (Barbeau and Rossignol, 1991; Rossignol and Barbeau, 1993; Gladden et a1.,

2000; Maxwell et al., 2000) while the development of the in vitro neonatal rat spinal cord

preparation has been instrumental in significant advances in the neurochemical substrates

of mammalian locomotion (e.g. Smith and Feldman, 1987; Kudo and Yamada, 1987;

Cazalets et al., L992; Beato and Nistri, 1999). Locomotor-like rhythms induced by

serotonin have been recorded with ventral nerve recordings or flexor/extensor nerve

activity (cowley and schmi dt, lgg4) and although dopamine has also been found to

produce a locomotor-like flexor extensor rhythm, serotonin produces a faster and overall

more stable rhythm (Kiehn and Çaerulff, 1996)'

plateau potentials play an important role in rhythm generating circuits and contribute to

the ouþut of the motor circuitry in motoneurons. For example, induction of a plateau will

increase the gain of an input and therefore, the motor circuitry would only have to give a

brief input to the motoneurons and they would then generate prolonged output (Kiehn

and Eken, 1993). Serotonin has been found to facilitate plateau potentials in cat

(Hounsgaard et a1., 1988) turtle (Hounsgaard and Kiehn, 1989) rat (Elliott and Wallis,
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1992;Maclean et a1.,1998; Maclean and Schmidt, 2001; Bennett et a1., 2001). Further,

it has been found that activation of 5-HTz receptors facilitate an L-type calcium current

and thus promote plateau potentials in motoneurons (Alaburda et al., 2002; Perrier and

Hounsgaard,2003).

ii. The pain sYstem

with regards to sensory processing, serotonin has been implicated in both pronociceptive

and antinociceptive functions. Traditionally, actions of 5-HT in the dorsal horn have been

considered to be antinociceptive (Basbaum and Fields, 1979; Eide and Hole' 1993;

Millan, 1995) however numerous behavioural studies have reported pronociceptive

effects (zemlanet a1., 1983; Murphy et al., 1992; Ali et al.,1994). The S-HTrA receptors

in the dorsal horn are negatively coupled to adenylyl cyclase and their activation opens

K* and closes Ca2* channels (Barnes and Sharp, 1999) thus exerting inhibitory influence

on neurons (antinociception). However, if these effects were on an inhibitory intemeuron

interposed in a nociceptive pathway, disinhibition and thus pronociception would result'

Administration of GABAergic agonists block the induction of arlodynia evoked by

activation of 5HTrn receptors indicating that such inhibitory intemeurons are likely

GABAergic (Miltan et a1., 1996). other 5-HTr receptor subtypes located on primary

afferent fibres and intrinsic dorsal hom neurons are implicated in antinociception'

All three subtypes of the 5-HTz receptors have similar binding and coupling profiles' i'e'

they are positively coupled to PLC and inhibit K* currents resulting in excitatory

influence. Arthough the binding and immunohistochemical studies have indicated that the
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rever of 5_HTz receptors in the dorsal horn is row, some of the order riterature describes

both antinociceptive and pronociceptive roles to "5-HT2" receptors' This may be due to

the method of administration i.e. systemic, which then could include actions exerted at

the supraspinal level (Dickinson, 1981; Eide and Hole, 1993; Millan, 2002)'

5HT3 receptors are found mainly in the superficial dorsal horn but also on GABAergic

and opioidergic neurons in the deeper dorsal horn (Morales et al'' 1998)' I¡ terms of

pronociceptive effects, activation of 5-HT3 receptoÏS would have actions at central

terminals of primary afferent fibres (Ali et a1., 1996)' However' if the same receptors are

involved in primary afferent depolarization at the primary afferent fibre terminals they

could be involved in antinociceptive actions (Peng et al., 1996;Khasabov et a1', 1999)'

summarizing 5-HT',s influence on the pain system in spinal cord' the differential effects

elicited by 5_HT may depend on the method of administration of the 5-HT agonist, the

typeofpain(acute,chronic,neuropathicandinflammatory),thetypeofstimulusused

(chemical, heat, mechanical) and probably most importantly, which receptor subtl'pe is

activatedandintracellulartransductionmechanismisinitiated'

It has been known for a longtime that 5-HT is involved in modulating sensory and motor

actions in several invertebrate preparations. Rather than summarize a large literature'

some pertinent examples are given'
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(i) In the Tritonia escape swim pattem generator, the dorsal swim intemeurons which are

serotonergic fire intensely at the onset of the swim motor program' thus comprising the

dorsal flexion component in the escape behaviour' Serotonin is also involved in the

activation .of the C2 neuron which is central to the motor pattern generation for

swimming in Tritonia (Katzand Frost, IggZ).Atthough the particular receptor subtype(s)

has not been identified, it has been shown that G-protein signaling is a necessary and

integral component of the escape swim cPG in Tritonia (clemens andKatz' 2003)'

(ii)Similarworkinvestigatingserotonergicmodulationofthepyloriccentralpattern

generator of the lobster stomatogastric ganglion has been performed (Turrigiano et al''

1g94;Zhangand Ha:ris-warrick, 1995;Marder, 2002)' serotonin can induce plasticity at

synapses within the pyloric network, in terms of initiation and modifying motor patterns'

Harris-Warrick,sgroupatCornellUniversityhasdoneextensiveinvestigationslookingat

amine modulation of glutamate responses in this system. They found that 5-HT

modulation of glutamatergic synapses appears to be accomplished by both pre- and

postsynaptic actions, i.e. pres¡maptic at the anterior burster neuron synapse and

postsynaptic between the lateral pyloric and ventricular dilator neurons (Zhang and

Hanis-warri ck, 19 9 4; Johnson and Harris-w arrick' 1997 )'

(iii) Kandel's group at columbia utilize the Aplysia gill and siphon withdrawal reflex as a

model for studying the cellular and molecular basis of learning and memory (Brunelli et

a|., I976;Hawkins et al., 1993;2000)' The model is one of a behavioural memory for

sensitizationofthegillandsiphonwithdrawalreflex.Asinglestimulustothetailgives
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rise to short-term sensitization lasting minutes to hours. Repetition of the stimulus

produces a long-term behavioural sensitization that can last days or weeks which is a

result of the recruitment of pKA and MAP kinase with translocation to the nucleus where

they activate the cascade which results in gene modification. They have shown that 5-HT

is involved in the heterosynaptic facilitation and strengthens the synaptic connection

between the sensory and motor cell that underlies this primitive form of leaming (Bailey

et al., 2000).

The advantages of the invertebrate preparations are that they remain viable for days and

the individual serotonergic neurons and their actions on postsynaptic targets are stable

which allows assessment of long-term changes in serotonergic function' As well, the

simpler systems allow differential manipulation at the single neuron synapse level'

Clearly, the results of these and other studies have provided much mechanistic and

conceptual insight into analogous mechanisms in the more complicated vertebrate

systems.

It is evident that the diverse electrophysiological actions of 5-HT in the central nervous

system are intrinsically related to the specific receptor subtypes, the respective effector

mechanisms which have been activated and the manner by which these cellular

modifications affect network function (Aghajanian et al., 1990). 5-HTz receptors have

been shown to mediate excitatory effects in various brain regions including rat cortex'

(Marek and Aghajanian, 1995; Aghajanian and Marek, 1997) facial motoneurons
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(Rasmussen and Aghajanian, 1990) as well as 5-HT cells in the dorsal raphe nucleus (Liu

et al., 2000). Aghajanian et at. (2000) recorded intracellularly from 5-HT cells in the

dorsal raphe nucleus and determined that serotonin activated inhibitory GABA inputs'

Further the excitation of the GABAergic interneurons was due to 5-HTz receptor

activation. They applied DOI, the potent 5-HTz¡tzc agonist and showed a large increase

in the frequency and amplitude of spontaneous inhibitory postsynaptic potentials which

was reversed by application of a 5-HT24 receptor antagonist (Liu et a1'' 2000)'

Interestingly, they found that the effect of 3 pM DOI superceded the effect of 100 pM 5-

HT. This suggested the possibility that an action of 5-HT at non-5-HT2 receptors (i'e'

5HTre receptors) might oppose the excitatory/depolarizing effects mediated by the 5-HTz

receptors (Araneda and Andrad e, |99!; Aghajanian and Marek, 1997).

Receptor-induced long-lasting changes in spinal cord function: Central

we have shown that 5-HTz receptor activation can induce a long-lasting facilitation of

spinal reflexes (LLRF) (Machacek et al., 2001). Behaviourally, awell-studied example of

long-lasting faciiitation in spinal cord neuronal activity is known as central sensitization'

Cenffal sensitization follows activation of nociceptors and is chatactenzed by an

increased neuronar excitability and responsiveness to nociceptive and non-nociceptive

inputs, a prolonged after-discharge in neurons following activation of sensory afferents

(wind-up) and expanded peripheral fields (Codene et a1', 1993)' Sensory stimuli similar

to those producing centrar sensitization can produce both a rong-term depression (LTD)

and potentiation (LTP) at the glutamatergic synapses of primary afferents (Randic et al''
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7993; Liu and Sandkuhler,1995; Garraway et al., 1997 Liu et a1., 1998; Svendsen et al',

1998; Durkovic and Prokowich, 1998). Similarities between LTP and central

sensitization include involvement of NMDA and non-NMDA receptors, metabotropic

glutamate receptors, increased influx of C** and activation of second messenger

parhways such as PKA, NOÆKG and PKC pathways (willis, 2001).

Go coupled recePtors

Metabotropic glutamate receptors have been implicated in central sensitization, of both

spinothalamic tract neurons in primates (Neugebauer et a1., 1999) and dorsal horn

neurons in the rat spinal cord (Gerber et al., 2000). Interestingly, Group I receptors

(mGluRI) have been posrulated to play a role in synaptic plasticity (both LTP and LTD)

in the brain as well as in the spinal cord, (Randíc,1996; Gerber et al., 2000; Carlton et al.,

2001; Fundyfus et a1.,2001; Dang et al., 2002). mGluRI are coupled via the G-protein

Gq^r to phospholipase C (pLC). PLC stimulates phosphoinositide hydrolysis, leading to

activation of pKC and the lp3-induced liberation of Ct* from intracellular stores. The

protein kinases increase permeability of calcium channels, NMDA and non-NMDA

channels through interaction of second messenger systems and ionotropic receptors

(Greengard et a1., 1991), which then increases the efficacy of excitatory input'

Like mGluRI, 5-HT2 receptors activate the same signal transduction pathways via Go. As

with nociceptor-induced central sensitization, activation of monoaminergic metabotropic

receptors through descending neuromodulatory commands may also result in long-lasting
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changes in spinal cord synaptic function (Hori et a1.,1996) including recruitment of silent

synapses (Li and Zhuo,1998; Li et al., 1999).

Purpose of the present work/relevance to previous work

Previous data obtained in our laboratory, demonstrated that 5-HT, via activation of 5-

HT2ç receptors, can produce long-lasting changes in spinal cord excitability that mimic

those observed during central sensitization (Machacek et a1., 2001). These changes

include long lasting increases in the amplitude of primary afferent evoked EPSPs in the

dorsal hom, increases in 'receptive field' size, and enhanced spinal reflexes in the rat

(Machacek et al., 1999; Machacek et a1., 2001) and increased excitability in cat FRA

pathways (Machacek et à1., 2000). I had undertaken the intracellular recording

experiments that demonstrated a 5-HT-induced increase in 'receptive field' size as well

as contributing to the pharmacological charactenzation of the ventral root reflex elicited,

and so this publication is attached as an Appendix. However, further characterization and

identification of network properties involved in producing LLRF were required as these

were not systematically investigated in that paper. Further, the signal transduction

pathways initiating LLRF are not known, and given the novelty of the observation, this

was regarded as an important step in our understanding of how the long-lasting change in

excitability is initiated by 5-HT. Therefore, aside from the publication already mentioned

and appended, the rest of this dissertation is divided into two main projects that fuither

charactenze the observed 5-HT induced long-lasting reflex facilitation; (i) network

properties and (ii) signal transduction pathways. Project I explores whether network

activity is required for the induction of LLRF and further asseses the conkibution of

excitatory and inhibitory synaptic transmission to the observed response. Project II
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explores the 5-HTz receptor activated downstream signal transduction properties that

could contribute to LLRF. While the standard coupling of 5-HTz receptors is to PLC, 5-

HT2 receptors may also couple to phospholipase A2 (PLA2) to mediate arachidonic acid

(AA) release (Felder et al., 1990). 'We show that co-activation of the phospholipase C

(pLC) and the phospholipase Az eLAt pathways most reliably produce the long-lasting

facilitatory behaviour. We then generalize this observation, demonstrating the

recruitment of similar coupling mechanisms to produce LLRF via Mr,¡,s muscarinic, Dt-

l¡. dopaminergic and o1-adrenergic receptors'
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Project I: Hypotheses and Specific Aims

Specific Aim #1: To demonstrate that LLRF is due to activation of S-HTz and

specifically S-HTzc recePtors.

pharmacological study of 5-HT receptor subtypes: These experiments used selective 5-

HT receptor ligands to demonstrate that 5-HTzc receptors are responsible for inducing

LLRF. These experiments have been completed and are published in the Joumal of

Physiology (Machacek et al', 2001). The paper is attached'

specific Aim #2A: To identify the contribution of inhibitory and excitatory synaptic

transmission to the induction and expression of LLRF'

: These studies

include the following: (i) Experiments involving pharmacological block of GABAn,

glycine, and ionotropic glutamate receptors to determine their involvement in the

plasticity observed following 5-HTz receptor activation. (iÐ A demonstration that 5-HT

can produce LLRF in some animals and LLRD in others. (iiÐ A separate analysis of

actions on the short latency and longer latency components of the ventral root reflex as

well as monitoring changes in dorsal root reflexes. (iv) Monitoring afferent volleys and

comparing 5-HTz receptor activation induced changes reflexes versus afferent fibre type

recruited at different stimulation intensities'
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Specific Aim #28: To characterize the distribution of S-HTze and S-HTzc receptor

subtypes in spinal cord.

Immunolabeling (in collaboration with Mr. Mike Sawchuk): The intention here is simply

to determine and compare the 5-HTze and 5-HTzc receptor subtype distribution in the rat

spinal cords at the age range used for electrophysiological and pharmacological study.

Project II: Hypotheses and SpecifÏc Aims

Specifïc Aim #3: To determine the roles of PKC and IP3 receptor involvement in

LLRF

Immunolabeline (done in collaboration with Mr. Mike sawchuk): If PKC activation is

involved in the production of LLRF, and its alterations are similar to those observed in

hippocampal LTP (PKCy and PKC( isoforms) then we should see increased membrane

translocation for LLRF. pKCy and PKC( isoforms are immunolabeled and changes in

numbers and distribution of labeled neurons, as well as evidence of membrane

translocation in hemicords that have undergone LLRF are compared to control untreated

contralateral hemicords.

pharmacological studies: Even if there is an association between the expression of LLRF

and increased pKC isoform membrane translocation (and therefore activation), this does

not indicate an involvement of PKC in LLRF. Thus, studies using selective drugs for
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blocking the pKC and"/or Ip¡ arms of 5-HTz receptor-mediated PLC activation were

undertaken. Additional studies were undertaken to study activation of the PLAz pathway,

since there is a compelling report of activation of the arachidonic acid cascade following

5-HT2 receptor activation (Felder et al 1990)'

Hnoothesis #4: Different metabotropic receptors that conver8e on the same siEnal

Specific Aim #4: To examine the ability of specific muscarinic, adrenergic and

dopaminergic receptor subtypes to induce LLRF'

Here we compared the actions of other metabotropic receptors that couple to PI

hydrolysis. Those tested were the ch adrenergic and Ml,¡,s muscarinic receptors'
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GENERAL MATERIALS AND METHODS

Dissection

Neonatal-juvenile Sprague-Dawley rat pups, age range P2-PI7 (but primarily P8-P1a)

were anesthetized with 10% w/v urethane (1.5-2.0 g/kg injected intraperitoneally). The

animals were then submerged in an ice slurry bath for 5 minutes to reduce body

temperature. One of two Na* substitution solutions were used during the surgical

isolation of the spinal cord: 1) a high sucrose-containing artificial cerebral spinal fluid

(acsF) comprised of in mM (sucrose 250; KCI 2.5; NaHCOt 26; NaHzPO¿ 1.25; o-

glucose 25; MgCl2 3; and cacl2 1) with lmM kynurenate; ot, 2) a high choline-

containing solution having in mM (choline chloride 110; KCI 2.5; NaHzPO¿ 1'2; Na-

pyruvate 2.4; r-ascorbic acid 1.3; dextrose 20; caclz 0.5; MgClz 7) (Hoffrnan and

Johnston, l99g). The animals were decapitated and the cervical to sacral spinal cord was

isolated through a ventral approach. Vertebral bodies were removed with special care to

maintain both ventral and dorsal spinal roots. After the dura was removed the whole

spinal cord was pinned ventral side up in a Sylgard-coated (Dow) Petri dish. Saggital

hemisection of the cord from C7-S1 was performed using insect pins (i.0mm, Fine

Science Tools) and each hemisection was transferred to a separate dish in oxygenated

aCSF containing in mM (NaCl 128; KCI 1.9; o-glucose 10; MgSO+ l'3; CaClz 2'4;

KHzpo¿ 1.2; NaHCq2q. ventral and dorsal lumbar roots were pinned down to the

coated dish at the most peripheral cut ends. The preparation was then allowed to recover

for approximately t hour prior to any further manipulation.
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Experimental setup

Glass suction electrodes were attached to dorsal roots L2 and L5 to allow for electrical

stimulation as well as L2 and L5 ventral roots to record evoked reflexes. An additional

suction electrode was attached to the L5 dorsal root to record afferent volleys and dorsal

root reflexes. Constant current stimulators (Eide, 1972) delivered single shock stimuli of

defined stimulation parameters 50pA 50ps, 500prA 50ps, and 500p4 500ps which

roughly correspond to progressive recruitment of AB, Aô and C afferent fibres

respectively (Thompson et a1., 1990). L2 and L5 dorsal roots were stimuiated separately

with an 800 ms delay between stimulation of L2 and L5. Raw data was collected with

Clampex software (version 7.0 Axon Instruments, Union City, CA) and stored in a PC for

off-line analysis. Reflex responses were collected following dorsal root stimulation

frequencies of 0.02-0.I Hz. In the majority of experiments, following an initial

stabilization period, no time-dependent changes in reflex amplitude were observed at

these frequencies.

We used a static bath preparation which was directly oxygenated with 9515% OzlCOz.

Drug application involved applying stock solutions of test drugs, dissolved in the

appropriate solvent (aCSF, water, dimethyl sulfoxide IDMSO] and ethanol) directly to

the bath followed by gentle but thorough mixing with a syringe. V/ashout of drug was

achieved by replacing the bath solution three times with control aCSF. Figure I illustrates

the experimental set-uP.
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Measurement of the Reflex

To allow for quantitative analysis, reflex responses were rectified and integrated. The

rectified/integrated reflex amplitude (area under the curve) was compared between

baseline, drug and wash conditions. Scatterplots indicate the area under the curve of the

reflex as a whole (i.e. both early and later latency components) measured from onset of

the reflex response to 100 ms after the stimulus artifact (Crick and Wallis, 1991).

Short-latency, presumably monosynaptic, components are defined as from the onset of

reflex activity to 15 ms after the stimulus artifact and long-latency components are

measured from 15-100 ms after the stimulus artifact (Crick and Wallis, 1991)'

Statistics

Paired t-test statistical analysis was performed on each case to determine drug effects in

control vs. wash conditions. The last 10 minutes of each condition was compared to

ensure that the full drug effect was measured. Significance was set at p < 0'05' Population

means were determined as ao/o changecompared to the control condition' Figures

t1pically show an example of the response as well as the population histograms'

For the majority of experiments, dorsal root stimulation parameters were 500 ¡rA, 500 ¡rs,

at 0.03 Hz unless otherwise indicated. In these experiments LLRF and LLRD were

considered to have occurred when the area under the curve of the rectified combined

early and later latency components of the reflex response remained significantly different

from the control baseline reflex response for at least t hour.
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project I: 5-HT receptors control long-lasting changes in spinal reflex strength by

non-associative, activity-independent mechanisms

Abstract

We have shown a long-lasting facilitation of spinal reflexes induced by S-HTzc receptor

activation (Machacek et a1., L999;Machacek et al., 2001). Here we further examined 5-

HT receptor-induced long-lasting changes in reflex excitability, assessing the

contribution of synaptic network components. Suction electrodes were attached to lumbar

roots for stimulation of afferents and recording of reflexes from ventral roots in P2-P13

isolated hemisected rat spinal cords. Stimulation parameters, which progressively

recruited AP, AE and C fibres, were 50pA-50¡rs, 500¡rA-50ps, and 500p4-500ps

respectively, at frequencies ranging from 0.02 - 0.1 Hz. We first identified differences in

the excitability of spinal reflexes in substrains of Sprague-Dawley rats obtained from

separate colonies. Accordingly, reflexes were more easily recruited and 5-HT more easily

produced LLRF in one substrain (Charles River, Montreal) than another (Charles River,

Raleigh). Moreover in the less excitable substrain, 5-HT was also capable of inducing a

long-lasting reflex depression (LLRD). However, when 5-HTz receptors were selectively

activated with DOI, LLRF was similarly induced in both substrains (94% and92%oin

Montreal and Raleigh colonies respectively). The evoked LLRF was saturable as repeated

applications of DOI never caused a further increase in reflex strength'

LLRF was observed in both short and longer-latency reflexes following selective

recruitment of a small fraction of AB fibres. Further analysis demonstrated that C fibre

recruitment did not contribute to reflex enhancement. In the absence of electrical
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stimulation, activation of 5-HTz receptors resulted in a robust LLRF. Following lprM

bath application of DOI, stimulation of the L5 DR evoked reflexes in both theL2 and L5

ventral roots, suggesting a disinhibition or unmasking of polysynaptic pathways' The

ability for 5-HTz receptor activation to induce LLRF following GABAA or glycine

receptor blockade indicated that inhibitory synaptic mechanisms were not required for

LLRF. Nonetheless, inhibitory mechanisms limited the strenglh of the induced LLRF as

the S-HTzc receptor-induced LLRF was much greater following GABA4 receptor

blockade with bicuculline.

LLRF expression was observed following selective blockade of either NMDA or non-

NMDA receptors demonstrating that reflex enhancement included contributions from

both receptor subty,pes. In addition, the induction of LLRF was shown to be completely

independent of ionotropic glutamatergic receptor activity since DOI induced LLRF in the

presence of complete ionotropic glutamate receptor blockade with lmM kynurenic acid'

We conclude that activation of 5-HTz receptors causes a long-lasting facilitation of spinal

reflexes in a non-associative activity-independent manner that does not require a

contribution from NMDA, non-NMDA, GABA¡ or glycine receptor activation'

Like 5-HT itself, 5-HTrn receptor activation with 8-OH-DPAT, can produce a long-

lasting reflex depression (LLRD). Interconversion between LLRF and LLRD can occgr

via 5-HTzc and 5-HTre receptor activation, respectively' Thus, 5-HT appears to be able
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to produce long-lasting changes in reflex gain, either up or down, depending on the

receptor subtyp e activated.
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Introduction

There is considerable evidence that bulbospinal monoaminergic systems modulate spinal

cord sensory and motor activity (Basbaum and Fields, 1979; Barbeau and Rossignol,

1991; Jankowska et al., 1995; Sandkuhler, 1996; Cazalets et a1., 1998; Schmidt and

Jordan, 2000). However, less is known about control on spinal interneurons interposed in

reflex pathways (Bras et al., 1990; Jankowska et a1., 1994; Jankowska et al., 1995;

Jankowska et al.,1997a; Jankowska et al., 1997b; Maxwell et a1., 2000; Jankowska et al.,

2000). One premise might be that activation of monoaminergic systems can reconfigure

spinal neural networks into various functional 'states'. For example, a state where flexion

withdrawal reflexes are enhanced, functions to protect tissue from further injury while

activation of a spinal central pattem generator functions to produce locomotor activity.

The spinal neurons serving these behaviours undoubtedly receive input from

monoaminergic systems and these descending neurotrætsmitters presumably exert

modulatory control over these behaviours.

Previously, we have shown that 5-HTz receptor activation can induce a long-lasting

facilitation of spinal reflexes (LLRF) (Machacek et al., 2001). Central sensitization is an

example of long-lasting facilitation in spinal cord neuronal activity. Central sensitization

follows activation of nociceptors and is charactenzed by an increased neuronal

excitability and responsiveness to nociceptive and non-nociceptive inputs, a prolonged

after-discharge in neurons following activation of sensory afferents (wind-up) and

expanded peripheral fields (Codene et a1., 1993). Normally, Aô and C-fibre nociceptive

input is transmitted to lamina II in the spinal cord. In situations where peripheral
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inflammation has been induced, it has been demonstrated that AB-fibre mediated synaptic

input to lamina II is facilitated (Thompson et al.,1993; Baba et aI.,1999). Woolf et al',

also found that an increase in the response to A-fibre afferents occurred, a novel A-fibre

response was recruited and the C-fibre response increased when superficial dorsal hom

cells were chemically sensitized with mustard oil application (Woolf et a1.,1994). It is

not known what type of afferents mediate the reflex which is facilitated by 5-HTz

receptor activation. Sensory stimuli similar to those producing central sensitization can

produce both a long-term depression (LTD) and long term potentiation (LTP) at the

glutamatergic synapses of primary afferents (Randic et a1., 1993; Liu and Sandkuhler,

1995; Garraway et a1., 1997; Svendsen et al., 1998; Liu et a1., 1998; Durkovic and

prokowich, 1998). With regard to glutamatergic transmission, metabotropic glutamate

receptors (mGluR) have been implicated in central sensitization and synaptic plasticity,

both of spinothalamic tract neurons in primates (Neugebauer et al', 1999) and dorsal hom

neurons in the rat spinal cord fR.andic et al., 1993; Randic, 1996; Gerber et a1.,2000)'

Many of these studies evoke activity dependent potentiation of synaptic transmission

through repetitive stimulation that usually requires the activation of both NMDA and

non-NMDA receptors (Gerber and Randic, 1989a; Gerber and Randic, 1989b) as well as

a peptidergic involvement of substance P (Urban et a1., 1985; Wiesenfeld-Hallin et al',

1991; De Koninck and Henry, 1991). Having said this, there is evidence of non-activity

dependent long-term potentiation which is primarily mediated by activation of second

messenger systems and intracellular kinases involved in Caz* elevation via G-protein

coupled receptor activation. For example, 5-HT2 receptors are coupled to phospholipase

C and stimulate phosphoinositide hydrolysis, leading to activation of PKC and the IPs-
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induced liberation of Ca2* from intracellular stores. Similar to nociceptor-induced central

sensitization, activation of monoaminergic metabotropic receptors via descending

neuromodulatory commands may also result in many long-lasting changes in spinal cord

function (Lewis et al., 1993; Hori et al., 1996). Low concentrations of serotonin and

selective 5-HT2 agonists induce a long lasting synaptic enhancement due at least in part

to activation of silent synapses (Li and Zhuo, 1998; Li et al., 1999) which also has

similarities in other forms of LTP with respect to ionotropic glutamatergic receptor

activation (Gomperts et al., 2000; Malinow and Malenka, 2002). Our previous data

suggests that 5-HT produces long-lasting changes in spinal cord excitability, including

long lasting increases in the amplitude of primary afferent evoked EPSPs in the dorsal

horn, increases in 'receptive field size', md enhanced spinal reflexes in the rat,

(Machacek et a1.,2001; Shay and Hochman, 2002) and increased excitability in cat FRA

pathways (Machacek et a1., 2000).

The observed increases in reflex strength could result from a reduction in the actions of

inhibitory interneurons, either interposed in reflex pathways or producing a pres¡maptic

inhibition at excitatory synapses. Alternatively, increased activation of glutamatergic

receptors could explain this long-lasting increase in excitability. The experiments

described in the present study explored the network properties and modulatory

mechanisms that produce long-lasting alterations in spinal cord reflex excitability,

particularly the mechanisms underlying LLRF or long-lasting reflex depression (LLRD).
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Methods specific to Proiect I

Dissection:

128 animals yielding 175 hemisected spinal cords were used for Project #1

Sprague-Dawley rat pups age range P2-PI7 (mean:10.9) were anesthetized with 10%

w/v urethane (1.5-2.0 gikg injected intraperitoneally). See general methods'

Pharmacology:

Stock solutions of drugs (10-100mM) were made and stored at-20o C until needed' Bath

application reflects final concentrations unless otherwise noted. The neurochemicals and

concentrations used were as follows: serotonin, 5-HT (10 pM); 6-chloro-2-(1-

pip eraz inyl) pyrazine, \,MJ12 ( 1 pM) ; | - (2,5) - Dimethoxy-4-io do amphetamine, D OI ( 1

prM) ; S-Hydroxy-2-(dipropylamino)-tetralin, 8-OH-DPAT (1 pM) ; clozapine (0. 5 pM)'

kynurenic acid (lmM), bicuculline methiodide (10-20 pM), Phenylbenzene-or-

phosphono-cr-amino acid, PMBA (50-100pM); Dl-2-Amino-5-phosphonovaleric acid,

AP5 (50 ¡rM); and 6-cyano-7-nitroquinoxaline-2,3-dione, CNQX (1-10 pM)' A11drugs

were obtained from Sigma-RBI'

ImmunohistochemistrY :

Male Sprague-Dawley rats (Raleigh, NC) aged P14 were perfused with a solution

containing 0.9% salin e, 0.1Yo sodium Nitrate, 0.01% heparin followed by Lana's fixative

(4Vo paraformaldehyde, 0.2%o Picric Acid, 0.16 M phosphate (Po¡) buffer (r']H 6'9))'
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Spinal cords were isolated, postfixed for 2 hours in 4% paraformaldehyde and

cryoprotected in 10olo sucrose with 0.1 M phosophate lPOr ) then stored at 4oC. Lumbar

spinal cords were then sectioned in 10 pm thick slices on a cryostat and collected on

microscope slides. Slides were re-hydrated for 4 hours in 0.1M PO: buffered saline (PBS)

at room temperature (RT). They were then washed overnight in PBS containing 0.3%

triton x-l00 (PBS-Ð at4oC. Tissue was incubated in primary antibody (see Table 2 for

species, manufacturer and concentration) for 48-72 hours at 4oC, then washed in PBS-t

3x30 min at RT. Tissue was then incubated in secondary antibody (diluted 1:250),

generated from horse against the species of primary antibody (Jackson Labs) for 1%

hours at RT and then washed 3x20 min in PBS-I. Following this, tissue was incubated in

extravidin-Cy3 (Sigrna) diluted 1:1000 for lYz hours, washed lx 20 minutes in PBS-I

followed by 2 x 20 minutes in 50 mM Tris-HC. Finally, slides were cover-slipped with

Vectashield (Vector Labs) and photographed with either a Nikon E-800 Microscope

using a D)OyI-1200 Digital Camera or scanned using a Biorad MRC-600 Confocal

Microscope on a Zeiss axiovert-l35 inverted microscope'

ElectrophysiologY:

We examined the stability of reflex amplitude over time under control conditions that

included different stimulation frequencies (0.1 Hz n:5; 0'05 Hlzrr4; and, 0.033 Hzn:7)'

In several instances (n:8), reflex amplitude decayed in the first 10 - 30 minutes, but then

stabilized and remained stable even following several solution exchanges or rest periods

of 10 minutes (n:12l16). Hence we waited until a steady reflex amplitude was obtained

and define this amptitude as our control baseline (between 30-90 minutes). Occasionally,
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the wash procedure produced slight but visible mechanical perturbations of the

preparation and commonly caused a short period of facilitated reflex responses (-5-15

mins), perhaps due to transient activation of mechanosensitive events. Alternatively, the

wash procedure could enhance the diffusion of oxygen into the tissue and at the same

time wash out lactate and other metabolites. This could transiently facilitate the reflex

activity. However, control experiments where this procedure was repeated several times

showed that the reflex returned to baseline amplitude in 9/10 experiments. ln the tenth

experiment the shorter latency component continued to be facilitated after the bath

solution exchange.

Reflexes were monitored in the same way throughout the experiments where

pharmacological manipulation activated or blocked specific receptors. Only preparations

that reached the steady control baseline were used for analysis.
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Results for Proiect I

The purpose of these experiments was to charactenzethe actions of 5-HT receptor

activation on long-lasting changes in the inpuVouþut properties of spinal segmental

reflexes. The sample population consisted of 175 hemisected spinal cords obtained from

128 animals. First, control experiments'were run to define the general properties of

afferent fibre recruitment as well as the stability and variability of evoked spinal reflexes

as reported below.

Control experiments

(i) Components of affirent volleys and stimulatíon intensíty:

Several experiments were conducted at an age range from P6 - P15, to examine the

relation between electrical stimulation intensities and the identifiable afferent volleys

recruited. In these experiments dorsal root stimulating and recording electrodes were

placed on the same dorsal root (usually L5) at a mean distance of -4mm apart'

previously, it was reported that electrical stimulation of peripheral nerves progressively

recruited AÞ, Aô and C fibre volleys with stimulus parameters of 50pA-50ps, 500p4-

50ps and 500¡rA-500ps respectively (Thompson et al., 1990). V/hile this was also

commonly observed in our sample with electrical stimulation of dorsal roots (Fig' 2A), in

many animals C-fibres could also be recruited at intensities lower than 500¡rA-500ps

(Fig. 2C, Fig. 5A middle) but never at an intensity of 50p4, 50ps. Afferent conduction

velocity, estimated from onset of stimulus artifactto the first peak negativity of the

triphasic volley, was 2.3 and 0.24 m/sec respectively for the fastest arriving A fibres and
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C fibre components. The conduction velocities of A fibres recorded here at room

temperature are much slower than observed in the adult as reported at 36"C by Park et a1.,

eggg), (AP : 22.4 mls,Aô : 8.0 m/s) but are within the range reported for thinly

myelinated Aô fibres in vitro (Fitzgerald et al., 1987; Yoshimura and Jessell, 1989). In

many experiments dorsal root stimuli were also capable of evoking dorsal root reflexes

(Fig. 2B). These reflexes were evoked at the lowest intensities of stimulation (Fig 281

and¡C) and are thus mediated at least by AF fibres (Thompson et al., 1990; King and

Lopez-Garcia,l994;Fitzgerald and Jennings, 1999) and were blocked by replacing the

ACSF with a Ca2*-free solution. Tetrodotoxin (TTX; at 1.0 ¡rM) blocks action potential

conduction in all afferents except C fibres (e.g. Schomburg et al., 2000). In these animals,

application of TTX blocked all A fibre volleys and lengthened the conduction velocity of

C fibre afferents (Fig 2C). This would be consistent with the expression of the TTX-

resistant sodium channel (Naul.9) which likely makes important contributions to the

membrane properties of nociceptive primary afferent neurons (Fang et a1., 2002).

(íi) Spontaneous changes in reflex strength:

In three preparations sudden spontaneous changes in reflex activity were recorded in both

L5 and L2 ventralroots. These changes were relatively abrupt, and were either a

depression (Fig. 3A) or facilitation in reflex strength (Fig. 3B)' Interestingly, the

spontaneous long-lasting shifts in reflex strength could be correlated with a distinct

latency component of the reflex to a specific ventral root (Fig. 3B). In this example the

L5 reflex strength in all components showed a spontaneous increase at approximately 20

minutes into the recording. In the same preparation at 105 minutes only the reflex activity
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in the first part of the longer latency component showed a spontaneous decrease back to

baseline while the reflex strength measured from 6-12 ms latency and 80-280 ms latency

remained increased compared to baseline. It is possible that such sudden jumps in reflex

size reflect spontaneous alterations in reflex 'state' similar to the changes inducible

following 5-HT2 receptor activation (Machacek et a1.,2001) as further characterized

below.

5-HT receptor-mediated long-lasting changes in reflex strength: Sub-strain

comparison

previously, we observed that following washout of bath-applied 5-HT, long-lasting reflex

facilitation (LLRF) was observedinl3ll4 Sprague Dawley rats (Machacek et a1., 2001).

The animals in that study were obtained from the Charles River colony in Montreal,

Canada. The present series of experiments began with Sprague Dawley rats obtained

from the Charles River colony in Raleigh, North Carolina. In this population, 5-HT

depressed evoked reflexes, as observed in Machacek et a1., (2001). However, following

5-HT washout, LLRF was observed in only 4/13 cases (Fig' aA) while a novel

observation, a long-lasting reflex depression (LLRD) was observed in 6/13 animals (Fig.

4B). While the present report focuses on aspects of 5-HTz receptor-induced LLRF, the

observation that LLRD as well as LLRF can be observed from this colony demonstrates

that reflex gain can be modulated upward and downward, affording a bi-directional

charactenzation of 5-HT receptor-induced reflex plasticity (described later).
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One explanation for the observed differences in reflex plasticity between the present and

previous work is substrain differences.Many studies have documented significant

differences in results obtained with different strains or substrains, (e.9. Farid et a1., 2000;

Xu et a1.,2001; Horowitz et a1.,2002; Pardon et al., 2002). To confirm this, we re-tested

the Sprague-Dawley rats from Montreal and observed a robust LLRF following 5-HT

washout in 415 experiments (not illustrated). Further comparisons of reflex excitability

and plasticity in these sub-strains are reported below and summarizedin Table 3.

DOI is a potent non-selective 5-HTz receptor agonist that we previously reported to

induce LLRF in 515 animals (l\dachacek et al., 2001). DOI increased reflex amplitude in

Zgl34 cases (13/17 in the Raleigh colony; 16117 in the Montreal colony). Following

washout, LLRF was observedin3ll34 cases. Unlike the observation with 5-HT, the

ability of DOI to induce LLRF following wash appeared to be equi-effective for both

sub-strains, producing LLRF inl5l17 from Raleigh and 16/17 from Montreal (Table 3).

Figure 4C depicts the time course of DOI-induced LLRF for the sample population

(n:34).

We next compared the effects of DOI on both sub-strains at the 3 constant current

stimulus intensities that generally progressively recruit AP, Aô and C fibres (50¡rs, 50p4,

500ps, 50p4, and 500¡.rs, 500p4 respectively; Thompson et al., 1990). Montreal colonv:

Fifteen of the 16 animals that underwent LLRF were tested at all three aforementioned

stimulus intensities. Reflex strength often peaked at a stimulation intensity below that

which recruited most C fibres (8/15 cases at 500p4, 50ps). Prior to DOI application,
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stimulation at 50p4, 50ps, which usually recruited a only small portion of the Ap fibre

volley, evoked short-latency reflexes ín 7 ll5 animals and long-latency reflexes in 9/ 1 5

animals (See Fig. 5A). As the long-latency reflexes were observed when only a small

component of the fastest DR volley was recruited, these actions must be mediated by AÞ

afferents. lnterestingly, after DOI application, and its removal from the bath for t hour,

the occurrence of short and long-latency reflexes at low intensity stimulation increased to

1ll15 animals and l4l15 animals respectively. Hence, inT7o/o and33o/o of the animals,

short and long-latency reflexes were unmasked respectively, at a stimulation intensity

that recruits only a small portion of AB fibres. Representative examples are presented in

Figure 5A &B (left). Raleish colony: Nine of the 15 animals in this colony that

displayed LLRF were also tested at the 3 aforementioned stimulation intensities' Peak

reflex strengths were elicited at 500¡r.4, 500¡rs, in719 animals' At 50p4, 50ps, no short

latency reflexes were observed while long-latency reflexes were elicitedin 419- After

DOI application and its removal for t hour, short latency and longer latency reflexes

were observed in 1/9 and,619 animals respectively. Thus, comparing the two populations,

in the Montreal colony reflexes afe more easily evoked and AB fibre mediated reflexes

a¡e also more likely to be facilitated following 5-HT2 receptor activation. These results

are summarized in Table 3.

Afferent fibres involved in LLRF

We next compared recruitment of AB, Aô and C afferent fibre populations in relation to

the Dol-induced LLRF. Since stimulation intensity could not convincingly separate

afferent fibre populations, only animals in which we recorded afferent fibre volleys to
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verify fibre population recruitment were included in this analysis. In 11/11 animals,

recruitment of AB fibres alone (at 50 pA, 50 ¡rs) produced a reflex that was susceptible to

DOl-induced LLRF (Fig. 54, B left). In these animals, in only 1 case was there a clear

involvement of Aô fibres at ahigher stimulation intensity (Fig 54, middle). In 7 cases

there was clearly no contribution from Aô fibres to the reflex, while in 3 other animals it

was difficult to separate the distinct contributions of AB and Aô fibres (at 500p4, 50ps).

We could confidently identify selective recruitment of C fibres in 9 animals (at 500p4,

500¡rs). In these animals, there was no evidence of further increase in reflex amplitude

(0/9 cases). Thus, the reflex facilitated by DOI in the present study is mediated

predominantly by AB fibres. However, to ensure maximal recruitment of AB fibres, the

following experiments were conducted at a stimulation intensity of 500¡rA, 500¡ts.

Short latency vs. longer-Iatency reflexes

Based on latency measures, reflexes could be divided into short and longer-latency

components. Short latency reflexes were measured from the onset of reflex activity to 15

ms after the stimulus artifact. Longer latency reflex activity was measured from 15-100

ms after the stimulus artifact (Crick and V/allis, 1991). In all 31 animals where DOI

produced an LLRF following washout, long-latency components were facilitated. In

comparison, short latency reflexes were observ ed in 27 of 3 1 animals prior to DOI

application with an additional 3 animals having short latency reflexes emerge after DOI

wash. Of the 27 animalswith a short latency reflex in controls, LLRF was clearly

observed in 25 cases. Thus short and longer-latency reflexes appear to be equally

facilitated.
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Comparison of actions atL? & L5 spinal segments

ln 8 animals both L5 and L2 dorsal roots were stimulated (800 ms delay between stimuli)

while simultaneously recording from L5 and L2 ventral roots. For the L5 spinal segment,

prior to application of DOI, reflexes were observable in all animals and LLRF was

evoked in all cases. However for the L2 segment, reflexes were not observable prior to

DOI application, but emerged in 6/8 animals following DoI washout.

Prior to application of DOI, long-latency heterosegmental reflexes observed in the L5

ventral root following stimulation of L2 were observed in only 1/8 animals. Similarly,

heterosegmental actions in L2 were observed following stimulation of L5 in only 2/8

animals. Following application of DOI and its removal, heterosegmental actions were

observed in 8/8 animals following stimulation of L2 and in 5/8 cases following

stimulation of L5. Since the heterosegmental actions did not include short-latency

reflexes consistent with monosynaptic activation, the facilitation is probably due to an an

increased excitability in interposed interneuronal pathways (e.g. unmasking of previous

silent synapses orlor disinhibiting polysynaptic pathways). Thus 5-HTz receptor

activation produces long-lasting increases in spinal sensory divergence (Fig. 5C)'

FacitÍtated reflexes are not due to activity-dependent homosynaptic strengthening

previously, reflexes were obtained using stimulation of dorsal root afferents at low

frequency (1/45sec; Machacek et al., 2001). At this frequency, it may be suggested that

the 5-HT-induced changes are independent of stimulation-evoked intrinsic network
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synaptic activity. In the present study, to further minimize a contribution from

electrically-evoked reflex recruitment to the observed plasticity, only 3-5 stimuli were

delivered per hour to capture reflex strength before, during, and after DOI application

(Fig. 5). Under these conditions, marked (62% increase) and longJasting increases in

reflex strength were still observed (n:18/19, 14115 Montreal colony and4l4 Raleigh

colony). Thus, the induction of DOl-induced alterations in reflex strength appear to occur

by mechanisms independent of coincident activity in the neuronal network examined.

Effects of GA.ts.dl and glycine receptor antagonists

The observed increases in reflex strength could result from a reduction in the actions of

inhibitory intemeurons, either interposed in reflex pathways or producing a presynaptic

inhibition at excitatory synapses. Thus, we tested the contribution of inhibitory

interneurons to the evoked plasticity.

Two series of control experiments were first performed. The first examined the actions of

the selective but partial 5-HTzc receptor agonist lvfr<212 laffinity 2C>28>2A; @orter et

al., 1999)]. MI<212 was chosen instead of DOI in these experiments since, as a weak

partial agonist the occurrence and strength of the evoked LLRF is much smaller and

hence should provide a better model to examine the contributory effects of a disinhibited

spinal cord. Spinal reflexes were examined in 11 experiments with the Raleigh colony of

rats. MK212 enhanced reflexes in7lll experiments, and following washout, LLRF was

only seen in 5/11 cases (Fig. 6A). The difilerent results obtained between DOI and MK

212 is tikely due to the partial agonist activity of MK2l2 versus the full agonist activity
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of DOI (Jerman et a1., 2001). ln addition, it is possible that other 5-HT2A receptors also

contribute to the DOl-induced reflex enhancement (Eide and Hole, 1993; Lewis et al.,

1993; Hori et al., 1996).

The second series of control experiments examined the actions due to blockade of

inhibitory synaptic transmission on reflex strength dwing and after antagonist application

to the bath. Experiments were performed either in the presence of reversible GABAa

(bicucutline) or glycine receptor antagonists (PMBA). As expected, in the presence of

bicuculline or PMBA, longer-latency reflex activity increased in 5/5 and2l2 experiments

respectively. An unexpected observation, however, was that the longer latency reflexes

remained facilitated even after removal of antagonists (BIC :415, PMBA :212;not

illustrated) suggesting that the drugs do not fully washout. Alternatively, temporary

removal of activity from inhibitory intemeurons produces long-lasting increases in reflex

strength by unknown mechanisms. These 'unknown' mechanisms would likely be

independent of any ongoing electrical stimulation since in 2/2 of t};re above experiments

bicuculline produced reflex facilitation following wash with minimal stimulation of

dorsal roots (15 stimuli per hour). It is relevant at this stage to emphasize that 5-HT, DOI

orMI(2l2induced LLRF is not the result of an inability to washout these agonists'

Application of saturating concentrations of 5-HT2 receptor antagonists such as normethyl

clozapine and ketanserin, after agonist-induced LLRF do not reverse the facilitatory

action (Machacek et a1.,2001; see also Fig 8A)
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To determine whether a decrease in activity from GABAergic inhibitory intemeurons

mediated LLRF, experiments where bicuculline was already in the bath prior to S-HTzc

receptor activation were performed. In the presence of bicuculline, MK 212 further

increased reflex strength in 40%o (2/5) cases, and after removal of MK 212,but still with

bicuculline present, the reflex was even further potentiated in 415 cases (Fig. 68). Figure

682 demonstrates the reflex magnitude changes as percent increases from control

responses. While bicuculline alone caused a 68% increase from conhol following its

washout, and MK 2I2 alone showed a13%o increase, the combination of bicuculline and

MKzlzproduced a124Yo increase. Similar experiments with the glycine receptor

antagonist PMBA suggested that PMBA might be blocking\vIK2l? actions on the 5-HTz

receptor. To overcome this, we applied the full agonist DOI at 10 ¡rM, and under these

conditions, LLRF was observedin}l3 instances in the presence of glycine receptor

blockade (Fig. 6C). Thus we conclude that; (i) GABAA and glycine receptor activity is

not required for the induction of 5-HTzc receptor mediated increases in reflex strength,

and (ii) GABAA receptor activity may limit the strength of the induced LLRF'

Interpretation of the contribution of glycine receptors to limiting LLRF is not possible

due to the apparent antagonism of PMBA at the 5-HTzc receptor'

Effects of NMDA and non-NMDA receptor antagonists

'We next studied whether 5-HTz receptor-induced LLRF requires activation of NMDA

and non-NMDA ionotropic glutamate receptors. Activation of 5-HTz receptors with DOI

in the presence of the NMDA receptor antagonist AP5 induced LLRF in 3/3 cases

(Fig.7A). In other experiments we pre-incubated the spinal cord in bicuculline in order to
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better isolate reflex modulation resulting from alterations in glutamatergic synaptic

activity (Fig. 7B). Subsequent addition of AP5 depressed longer latency reflexes in 617

cases while leaving the short latency reflex component largely unchanged. Comparison of

reflex responses in the presence of AP5ibicuculline before and after activation of 5-HTzc

receptors with MK212 revealed LLRF in4l7 cases. Thus, S-HTzc receptor activation can

potentiate non-NMDA receptor reflex components independent of NMDA receptor

activity and this facilitation cannot be based entirely on a reduction in tonic GABAn

receptor activity (Fig. 7B). In comparison, in control experiments the actions of NMDA

receptor blockade with AP5 alone caused LLRD in2l2 cases, presumably due to an

inability to fully washout AP5.

Experiments were performed where 1¡lM DOI was added in the pfesence of 1 pM

CNQX. In 515 cases CNQX blocked both short and longer latency reflex components'

Addition of DOI did not alter the reflex blocking actions of CNQX and following

removal of all drugs, reflexes re-emerged slowly, generally returning to control values'

Even when inhibitory input was blocked with bicuculline, addition of 1 ¡rM DOI in the

presence of GNQX failed to cause LLRF (n:3). In control experiments, 15 mins of 1O¡'t'M

CNQX reversibly blocked the reflex activity (n:4). Interestingly, when a higher

concentration of DOI (10pM) was used, LLRF emerged (3/3; Fig 7C)' Indeed, DOI, in

the presence of the broad-spectrum glutamate receptor antagonist kynurenic acid (1 mM)

also caused a robust LLRF following its washout (212;Fig7D)' Since increased

concentrations of DoI make the CNQX effect surmountable, it is likely that CNQX also

blocks 5-HTzc receptors as well as its commonly accepted block of AMPA/kainate
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receptors. In total, these results suggest that 5-HTz receptor induced LLRF occurs

independent of any ionotropic glutamate receptor activity.

Evidence of saturabilitY

In6l6 cases a second addition of DOI did not produce a further ampiifrcation in reflex

strength. Thus it appears that 10-30 minutes exposure to I ¡rM DOI is sufficient to

saturate the long-lasting facilitatory response (Fig. 8B). After DOl-induced LLRF,

antagonism of the 5-HTz receptor with ketanserin has little effect. Further, following

wash of ketanserin, a second application of DOI does not result in further facilitation

(Fie.8A).

Interconvertibilty of LLRF and LLRD via receptor-selective activation

While 5-HTz receptors generally facilitate spinal neural responsiveness, 5-HTr receptor

activation usually inhibits neural activity (see Hochman et al. 2001). Thus, we tested

whether 5-HTz-mediated LLRF could be reversed with activation of 5-HTr receptors and

vice versa. lnterestingly, when 5-HTrn receptors were selectively activated with DPAT

(in the presence of clozapine to block DPAT's actions at 5-HTz receptors) the 5-HTz

receptor-mediated LLRF was partly reversed in 6 of 8 cases (5/8 signif,rcantly; Fig 9B).

Conversely, 5-HTre receptor activation induced a long-lasting reflex depression (LLRD;

Zl3) thatwas reversed with subsequent 5-HTz receptor activation (3/3), and even

increased reflex strength to LLRF in Il3 instances (Fig. 9A). Thus, reflex strength can be

modulated bi-directionally depending on the 5-HT receptor sub¡pe activated.
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Immunohistochemical Results

'While pharmacological studies clearly demonstrate that LLRF requires 5-HTzc receptor

activation for its induction (Machacek et a1., 2001) a contribution from 5-HTzn receptors

cannot be ruled out. For example, the most robust LLRF is evoked following addition of

DOI, a potent S-HTzuzc agonist. Therefore, using immunocytochemistry, we compared

the distribution of 5-HTzc and 5-HTzn receptors in the lumbar spinal cord in aPl4 tat

(Fig 10). Note that S-HTzc receptor labeling predominates in the gray matter, with

greatest density in the intermediate gray matter and ventral horn. The labeling is

punctuate, intense and includes perisomatic labeling (Fig 104). ln comparison, 5-HTze

receptor labeling is dominant in the white matter, does appear to be neuronal, and is not

clearly juxtaposed to neuronal cell somas (Fig 108). This distribution supports a glial

location, however labeling in some neurons cannot be ruled out. Thus, DOI's actions are

likely to be exclusively via 5-HTzc receptor activation. The prominence of S-HTzc

receptor labeling in the intermediate gray matter and ventral horn is consistent with our

electrophysiologic observations of an effect mediated by low-threshold afferents and

corresponding intemeurons associated with the coordination of motor activity (Baldiserra

et al., 1981). In comparison Aô and C fibres terminate mostly in the superficial dorsal

horn.

Summary and sienificance of Proiect I

Outcomes of the experiments described in Project I indicate that activation of 5-HTzc

receptors in the juvenile isolated rat spinal cord results in enhanced reflex strength that is

maintained for the duration of the experiment, at least t hour and up to 12 hours. 5-HTz

receptor induced LLRF appears to be independent of afferent-evoked activity and does
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not require ionotropic GABAa, glycine, AMPA/kainate or NMDA receptors for its

induction or maintenance. Removal of GABAergic inhibitory actions greatly increases

the strength of reflex enhancement suggesting that GABAergic circuitry is involved in

controlling the strength of the induced LLRF. These results are summarizedinFigure 8C.

An important observation was that 5-HT can also induce a long-lasting reflex depression

(LLRD) and pharmacological studies demonstrate that LLRF and LLRD are

interconvertible with S-HTzc and 5-HTrA receptor agonists respectively. Therefore, the

serotonergic system has the capacity to induce long-lasting bi-directional changes in

reflex strength.

These experiments illustrate the modulatory actions of 5-HT at the spinal cord level.

Behaviours, including those involved in the maintenance of posture and locomotion (e.g.

stretch and flexion reflexes) and the sleep/wake cycle are clearly under monoaminergic

modulatory controls. In addition to ongoing neuromodulatory actions, it is possible then

that the brain also utilizes components of this system to produce long-lasting changes in

reflex gain. These changes may act like a switch to either increase (5-HT2c) or decrease

(5-HTrA) reflex excitability. While the current studies have not attempted to determine

the minimum time of receptor activation required to induce refiex plasticity, 10 minutes

of exposure is sufficient to envision an operation on slow behaviours like the sleep/wake

cycle but not on behaviours like posture and locomotion which would require greater

speed for change. For example, facilitation via 5-HTz receptors and depression via 5-HTr

receptors fits well with behavioural adaptations such as seen in "fight or flight" responses
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where motor control is facilitated while sensory systems, possibly pain related, are

depressed. The actions of 5-HT whether facilitatory or inhibitory are each mediated by

different subtypes of 5-HT receptors, which then raises the possibility of selective

pharmacological intervention to address clinically relevant problems such as pain and

spasticity. ln addition to 5-HT, it is certain that the other monoamines have a modulatory

influence at the spinal cord level (Rossignol et a1.,1998; Hedo and Lopez-Garcia, 2001;

Hammar et a1., 2002; Kawasaki et a1.,2003). More studies are required to address these

issues.
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Project II: Metabotropic Receptor-induced Co-activation of PLC and PLA2

Pathways Leads to a Long-Lasting Facilitation of Spinal Reflexes

Abstract

Serotonin modulates spinal cord reflex activity via activation of metabotropic receptor-

coupled signal transduction pathways. We have demonstrated that 5-HTzc receptor

activation induces a long-lasting amplification of spinal reflex (LLRF) actions in the rat

(Machacek et al., 2001). This receptor couples to multiple transduction cascades via

phospholipase C (PLC) and phospholipase A2 GLA2XBerg and Clarke, 2001). Presently,

we sought to assess the role of these pathways in the production of LLRF.

Glass suction recording and stimulating electrodes were attached to ventral and dorsal

roots of isolated, hemisected, neonatal (P7- I 5) in vitro rat spinal cords. Dorsal root-

evoked reflexes were recorded before, during, and after application of the 5-HTz receptor

agonist DOI and various inhibitors along PLC and PLAz pathways.

DOI applied alone (1 pM) produced LLRF lasting for the duration of the recording (1-5

hours; n:3¡|34),presumably via known coupling to PLC and-/or PLAz transduction

pathways. While electrical stimulation and./or 5-HTz receptor activation were generally

capable of increasing expression of PKC., and PKCq isoforms, application of PKC

inhibitors (calphostin C or GF109203X) were incapable of preventing the expression of

LLRF. Moreover, blockade of lP¡-induced intracellular Ca2* release either directly

(thapsigargin) or indirectly via Ca2*-induced Ca2* release (ryanodine) also failed to

prevent LLRF expression. However, when the PLC pathway was completely blocked
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withyJ73l22, LLRF is effectively blocked leaving only a short lasting facilitation.

Similarly, complete block of the PLAz pathway (aristolochic acid) converted LLRF to a

short-term facilitation. Further dissection of this pathway revealed that a lipoxygenase

pathway antagonist OTDGA) could not prevent LLRF while a cyclooxygenase inhibitor

(ibuprofen) was effective in blocking LLRF. Co-application of inhibitors to PLAz and

pLC pathways (U73122 and, aristolochic acid, respectively) eliminated any facilitatory

action following DOI application. Selective inhibition of PKA with RpcAMPs could not

prevent LLRF.

The convergence and consequent actions of other metabotropic receptors onto the same

transduction pathways were explored for muscarinic and adrenergic receptors' Both the

Ml,s,s receptor agonist pilocarpine and the ct1 agonist cirazoline consistently induced

LLRF. Like DOI, these actions were abolished by pre-incubation of inhibitors of PLAz

and PLC pathwaYs.

Thus, LLRF produced by 5-HT2 receptor activation is an emergent property of co-

activation of PLAz and PLC biochemical pathways. While cyclooxygenase pathways

appear necessary, elements of the PLC cascade need to contribute to produce LLRF.

However there is also flexibility in the downstream elements of PLC requiring activation

as inhibition of either pKC or Ip3 alone could not block LLRF. This is consistent with the

ability of PLAz to be activated either with ca2* (IP3 pathwÐ or phosphorylation (PKC

pathway) and supports biochemical flexibility in the signal transduction pathways leading

to the production of LLRF.
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Introduction

A biological response can be arrralyzed according to how signals (biochemical and

synaptic) are integrated in space and time. The integrative capacity of neurons is beyond

a simple summation of synaptic potentials (Katz and Clemens, 2001)' Rather, it is also

biochemically mediated. For example, Ca2* signals elicited by activation of metabotropic

receptors can be independent of changes in voltage. While individual G-protein activated

signaling pathways contribute to signal integration within a neuron, the plethora of

signaling pathways may be co-dependent. It is known that the products of one pathway

can modify the activity of enzymes involved in another pathway and the signals that span

different transduction pathways and their interactions have been described as "cross-talk"

(King and Feener, 1998). Thus, activation of different G-protein coupled receptors can

affect the activity of interconnected networks of signal transduction pathways (Gutkind,

2000).

Spinal reflex pathways provide a mechanism for studying a complex motor system which

is influenced by a variety of interconnected segmental pathways. There is considerable

plasticity in the integration and processing of spinal reflex pathways at the primary

afferent, interneuronal and motoneuronal level. Cutaneous noxious stimuli have been

described as best at eliciting the flexion reflex, whose purpose and significance is self

protection (Sherrington, 1910). Activation of peripheral nociceptors induces an increase

in spinal cord excitability known as central sensitization. Nociceptive stimuli similar to

those producing central sensitization can also produce both a long-term depression (LTD)

and long term potentiation (LTP) at glutamatergic primary afferents synapses (Randic et
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al., 1993; Liu and Sandkuhler, 1995; Liu et al., 1998; Svendsen et al., 1998; Svendsen et

al., 1999) and spinal reflexes (Lozier and Kendig,1995; Garraway et a1., 1997; Durkovic

and Prokowich, 1998). The induction of these longJasting changes is activity dependent

and occurs by similar cellular mechanisms observed in other CNS regions (e.g.

hippocampus). Modulation of this activity dependent plasticity has been demonstrated

with activation of specific metabotropic receptor subtypes (Hedo and Lopez-Garcia,

200I; Hedo and Lopez-Garcia, 2002; Millan, 2002)'

Plasticity in the spinal cord can also be mediated by activation of metabotropic receptors.

For example, mGluRs have been implicated in central sensitization, both of

spinothalamic tract neurons in primates (Neugebauer et a1., 1999) and dorsal horn

neurons in the rat spinal cord (Gerber et al., 2000). Group I metabotropic glutamate

receptors (mGluRI) have also been postulated to play a role in synaptic plasticity (both

LTp and LTD) in the brain as well as in the spinal cord (Randic, 1996; Gerber et al.,

2000;Carlton et al., Z}}|;Fundyfus et al., 2001; Dang et a1., 2002)'

Recently, we have shown that spinal reflexes are increased for several hours following

activation of 5-HTz receptors (Machacek et a1.,2001). This was termed long-lasting

reflex facilitation (LLRF). 5-HTz serotonergic, metabotropic glutamate type I receptors

(mGluRI), Ml,¡,s muscarinic and cr1-adrenergic receptors all activate the same signal

transduction pathways. While the standard coupling of these receptors is to PLC, 5-HT26,

crr and Mr,¡,s receptor activation also leads to activation of phospholipase Az GLAz) to

mediate arachidonic acid (AA) release (Felder eta1.,1990;Berg et a1., 1998a,b). The
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present study sought to determine the contribution of these signal transduction pathways

to the induction of LLRF.
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Materials and Methods specific to Proiect II

Dissection:

59 animals yielding 73 hemisected spinal cords were used for Project #2.

Sprague-Dawley rat pups, age range P7-P15, were anesthetized with 10% w/v urethane

(1.5-2.0 g/kg injected intraperitoneally). See general methods.

Pharmacology:

Stock solutions of drugs (10-100mM) were made and stored at -20o C until needed.

Concentrations reflect final bath application. They included DOI (1pM), aristolochic acid

(250pM), bicuculline methiodide (10pM), Rp-cAMPS (1pM) cirazoline (1pM),

pilocarpine (10pM) SKF 38393 (1pM) and isoproteronol (100¡rM) dissolved in water.

Ryanodine (100pM), thapsigargin (20pM), ibuprofen (30pM), u73122 (1pM),

calphosrin C (l¡rM), PMA (lpM) and GF109203X (lpM) were dissolved in dimethyl

sulfoxide (DMSO). NDGA (30¡rM), cimaterol (100¡rM) and strychnine (5pM) were

dissolved in ethanol. All drugs were obtained either from Sigma or Tocris. Control

application of vehicle (DMSO or ethanol) was without effect.

Electrophysiology:

For all experiments, dorsal root stimulation parameters were 500 ¡rA, 500 ¡rs, at 0.03 Hz

unless otherwise indicated. Ventral root reflexes were recorded using a Digidata 1200

A/D converter controlled with Clampex (v.7; Axon Instruments, Union City, CA.). The

data were stored on a computer for further analysis. To allow for a quantitative analysis,
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reflex responses were rectified and integrated using Clampfit (v.8; Axon Inst'). The

rectified/integrated reflex amplitude was compared between baseline, drug and wash

conditions. Scatterplots indicate the area under the curve of the reflex as a whole (i.e.

both shorty and longer latency components) measured from onset of the reflex response

to 100 ms after the stimulus artifact (Crick and Wallis, 1991)'

Immunohistochemistry:

Either DOI treated or control experimental hemisected spinal cords were post-fixed for 1

hour in Lana's Fixative (4%oparuformaldehyde, 0.16M phosphate buffer, 0.2o/opicric

acid, pH 6.9), then cryoprotected in 10olo sucrose with 0.1 M PO3, pH 7 '4 and stored at

4oC. Serial cryostat sections from spinal segments Ll-L3 andL4-L6 were collected on

microscope slides and stored al -20o C for further processing. Sections were re-hydrated

for 4 hours in 0.lM phosphate-buffered saline (PBS) at room temperature (RT). They

were then washed overnight in PBS containing 0.3% triton x-100 (PBS-Ð at 4oC. Tissue

was incubated in primary antibody for PKCy and PKC(a (see Table 2 for species,

manufacturer and concentration) for 48-72 hours at  oC,then washed in PBS-I 3x30 min

at RT. Tissue was then incubated in 2o antibody (diluted 1:250), generated against the

species of primary antibody (Jackson Immunoresearch Labs) fot I Y'hours at RT and

then washe d3x¡0 min in pBS-t. Following this, tissue was incubated in extravidin-Cy3

(Sigma) diluted 1:1000 for I:/zhours, washed lx20 minutes in PBS-t followed by 2x20

minutes in 50 mM Tris-HC. Finally, slides were cover-slipped with vectashield (vector

Labs) for analYsis.
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personnel blind to the experimental manipulation, mapped randomly chosen sections for

pKCy and PKC( positive neurons using a Nikon Eclipse E-800 microscope equipped

with epifluorescence and a Neurolucida image analysis camera system (Microbrightfield

lnc., Colchester, VT). The spinal cord was subdivided into 3 distinct regions: laminae I-

fV, deep dorsal horn and the ventral motor pool. Numbers were tabulated and expressed

as total number of cells/section for comparison between DOI and control conditions.
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Results from Proiect II

Contribution of PlC-mediated signal transduction pathways to DOl-induced LLRF

Previously we found that serotonin causes a LLRF of spinal reflexes following its

application and washout. Further pharmacological charactenzation revealed specifically

that S-HTzc receptor activation was responsible for the induction of this LLRF

(Machacek et al., 2001). Serotonin 5-HTzc receptors are widely distributed throughout

the spinal cord gray matter but dominate in the intermediate gray and ventral horn (Fig

10: see also (Sawchuk and Hochman, 2001)'

5-HTz receptors couple to multiple effector pathways via G-protein activation of the PLC

and the PLA2 pathways (Hartig et al., 1990; Felder et a1., 1990; Kaufrnan et al., 1995;

Berg et a1., 1998a). Since the 5-HTz receptors couple with PLC through Gqnr to liberate

Ipg and DAG, we first examined the importance of PlC-mediated pathways in the

production of LLRF. Addition of 1-5 pM PMA, which activates PKC, a downstream

element in the PLC pathway activated by DAG, produced a significant facilitation in3l5

cases (Fig l2A). The facilitation persisted for 30 and 60 minutes after wash in 2

experiments before recording was terminated. We could not determine whether the

facilitation was long-lasting in some other experiments since these animals were used to

study pKCï and PKC6 membrane translocation described below. Figure 128 shows the

effects when calphostin C (1 pM), a selective PKC inhibitor, was applied to the bath prior

to the addition of DOI . A control experiment indicated that this concentration of

calphostin C was sufficient to antagonize PMA induced facilitation (not illustrated)'

Other in vitro experiments have shown that the effects of calphostin C are reversible
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(Somers and Mosher,1993; Alonso et al., 1998). Despite the blockade of PKC,

subsequent application of DOI induced LLRF in all cases (414).Because of the multiple

PKC isoforms, we also applied DOI in the presence of GFl09203X (1pM), which

effectively blocks all of the known PKC isoforms (Toullec et al., l99I; Giardina et a1.,

2001). Figure 12C shows LLRF was still observed in all cases subsequent to DOI

application (717).Thus, while PKC activation alone can produce facilitation, PKC

activation is not necessary for the induction of 5-HTz receptor-mediated LLRF.

Topographical increases in PKCï and PKCq expression

Because activation of PKC, and PKCq has been strongly implicated in central

sensitization (Lin et al., 1996; Malmberg et al., 1997; Ma and Quirion, 2001) and LTP

(Osten et al., 1996; Willis, 2001; Ling et a1.,2002) respectively, we decided to look into

these isoforms in greater detail. We used immunocytochemistry to detect the presence

and topographical location of PKC, and PKCq isoforms in the spinal cord. Activation of

these enzymes is associated with translocation to the membrane (Olds et a1., 1989; Hug

and Sarre, 1993). For example, Figure 13 shows PKCï immunofluorescence isoforms in

an animal whose spinal cord was hemisected, one side serving as control and the other

treated with DOI to induce LLRF. Note that labeling is observed in both hemisects with

dominant expression in the dorsal hom. Serial reconstruction of labeled cells was

performed (Fig. 138) in order to assess whether LLRF or factors associated with the

experimental procedure resulted in an increase in the number of PKC expressing neurons.

Figure 14 shows counts of PKC, and PKC6 labeled cells in the dorsal horn, intermediate

gray and ventral horn of hemisected cords under various experimental conditions. Since
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the rabbit antibody for PKCq is also known to recognize tau and lambda, the PKCq

antibody conjugated in goat was utilized in these experiments. Primary omission controls

indicated that the secondary antibodies did not cause non-specific staining. Counts of

immunopositive cells indicate some interesting regional differences in changed

expression for PKC' and PKCq. As expected, spinal cord incubation in the phorbol ester

PMA resulted in overall significant increases in PKC, and PKCq expression. This was

due to significantly increased expression in the intermediate gray matter (both isoforms)

and the ventral hom (PKCÐ Gig. 14C&D). For PKCq, experimental procedures that

involved electrical stimulation, activation of 5-HTz receptors or both caused significant

increases in expression, in the intermediate gray matter (data set #2-6). Moreover, the

largest increase was observed when LLRF was induced (data set #5), and only under

these conditions were significant increases also seen in the ventral hom. There were no

changes in expression observed under any conditions in the dorsal hom. For PKCï,

observed changes were less clear. In the ventral hom, experimental procedures that

involved electrical stimulation, activation of 5-HTz receptors (MK or DOI) or both, either

produced decreases in expression or were without change. ln comparison, in the dorsal

horn, the procedures that involved both 5-HTzc receptor activation and electrical

stimulation of afferents resulted in significant expression increases. Moreover, there was

a general trend for increased expression in the intermediate gray matter. ln summary,

given the dominant expression of S-HTzc receptors in the intermediate g,:ay and ventral

horn, and the observation that LLRF was induced predominantlyby low-threshold (AB)

afferents, the changes in PKC6 expression are consistent with electrophysiologic

indicators of properties of the induced plasticity.
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Calcium release from intemal stores includes receptor activation gated by IP3 and

ryanodine receptors located on endoplasmic/sarcoplasmic reticulum @erridge, 1997).

Interestingly, both IP3 and ryanodine receptor opening can be regulated by C** itself, in

that their sensitivity to cytosolic Ca2* allows them to act as Ca2*-induced Ca2* release

channels which in turn can amplify smaller trigger events (Bootman et a1.,2002). In the

case of IP¡ receptors, a major determinant of excitability is IP3 itself (Berridge, 1997),

however, recent evidence suggest that C** binding proteins found in neurons can also

activate IP3 receptors and promote channel opening (Yang et a1., 2002). The PLC

pathway produces IP3 as a second messenger, resulting in the release of Ca2* from

internal stores (Ma et al., 2000). Thapsigargin inhibits the Ca2*-ATPase pumps on the

endoplasmic reticulum thereby depleting lP3-gated intracellular Ca2* stores, thus

nullifying the effect of IP3 binding to IP¡ receptors. In their studies of rat hepatocytes,

Thastrup et al.,found that the ED5e for thapsigargin induced intracellular Ca2* release

was 80 nM (Thastrup et a1., 1990), while in the hippocampal slice preparation 1 prM

concentration v/as found to be effective (Matias et al., 2002). Figure 15 illushates the

effects when DOI was added in the presence of thapsigargin (20 pM), LLRF was

observed in2 of 4 cases. Therefore, it appears that selective inhibition of either PKC or

Ip3 mediated signal transduction pathways cannot prevent the expression of LLRF. Note

however that while PKC inhibition never prevented the expression of LLRF, elimination

of Ip3 mediated effects reduced the occurrence of LLRF. To determine involvement of

Ca2* release mediated via the ryanodine receptor, a related family of Ct* channels,

sensitive to [Ca2*]¡ present in neurons (Bootman et a1.,2001; Bootman et a1.,2002),
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ryanodine (100pM) was used to block the ryanodine receptor and thus inhibit the release

of C** from these stores. Figure 15 shows that in 2/3 cases, the reflex was enhanced

following activation of 5HTz receptors in the presence of ryanodine and remained

facilitated long-term. Thus, block of Ct* release from intemal stores may reduce the

occurrence of 5-HTz receptor-activated LLRF, but is not necessary for its induction.

Exploration of the PLA2-AA pathway

5-HTz receptor activation is also coupled through a pertussis toxin-insensitive G-protein

to activate the PLAz effector pathway (Felder et al., 1990; Berg et al., 1998a).

Stimulation of PLAz results in liberation of arachidonic acid (AA) from the membrane.

AA is metabolized by cyclooxygenase and lipoxygenase enzymes to become eicosanoids

such as prostaglandins, leukotrienes and thromboxanes (Shimizu and Wolfe, 1990)'

Figure 16 shows results from experiments directed at antagonizing these metabolites to

determine their involvement in the DOl-mediated LLRF. DOI, in the presence of the

cyclooxygenase inhibitor ibuprofen (30 pM), resulted in LLRF in 212 cases when

ibuprofen was not bracketed and Il3 experiments when ibuprofen bracketed the

application of DOL Iî ll3 experiments when ibuprofen bracketed application of DOI

there was a significant facilitation when comparing reflex strength before and after DOI'

however the increase \ilas not maintained long-term (< t hour). NDGA (30pM)' a

lipoxygenase inhibitor resulted in LLRF ín (213) when bracketing DoI application and

3/3 when not bracketing DOI application with NDGA. While additional experimentation

should be undertaken, blocking the downstream effectors of the lipoxygenase pathway
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appears insufficient to block LLRF. Therefore, cyclooxygenase pathways may need to be

activated for the induction of LLRF.

Individual and combined btockade of PLC and PLAz pathways

IJTyIZZ is a pharmacologicai agent which inhibits the hydrolysis of PPI to IP¡. This leads

to a decrease in cytosolic Ca2*. lJ73l22 also inhibits the coupling of G-proteins in PLC

activation and thus blocks the PLC pathway completely but does not interfere with Ca2+

metabolism in general (Yule and V/iltiams,1992).Interestingly, Figure 17 shows that, in

all 4 experiments, facilitation occurred following washout of DOI. However, in the 3

cases wher e IJ73\Z2 bracketed DOI application the facilitatory effects did not appear to

be long-lasting, decreasing in strength over time. Nonetheless, in 1/3 instances the reflex

observed at I hour was still significantly facilitated. Figure 17Az also shows one case

where application of DOI was not bracketed in which LLRF was observed. Note that, in

the absence of bracketing DOI with U73122, a robust LLRF was induced. Aristolochic

acid (250pM) is an effective inhibitor of the PLAz pathway (Denson et al', 1996; Wonell

et a1.,200I). Bath application of aristolochic acid produced effects qualitatively similar to

those observed with u73122 (Fig 178). While short-term reflex facilitation was

observed, aristolochic acid decreased the occruïence of DOl-induced LLRF at 60 minutes

el$ and it appears likely that if recordings were continued for another 30 minutes the

reflex facilitation would have ended (Fig 178)'

only when both the pLC and PLAz pathways were antagonized simultaneously by

bracketing DOI application with U73122 and aristolochic acid respectively, were the
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facilitatory effects of DOI in the longer latency component, completely blocked (4/4).

Two additional cases without bracketing are also indicated in Figure 17C2 where LLRF is

observed (see discussion).

Other receptors that couple to the PLC and PLAz pathways

Other metabotropic receptors, such as üt-adrenergic and muscarinic Mr,¡,s receptors also

couple with G-proteins to activate PLC and PLAz signal transduction pathways

(Kanterman et a1., I990a; Kanterman et al., 1990b). These receptor subtypes are also

found in spinal cord (Wei et al., 1994; Uhlen et a1., 1997; Hoglund and BaghdoYffi, 1997;

Day et a1.,1997; Shi et al.,1999; Giroux et a1., 1999). One might expect then, to observe

similar behavioural results downstream of activation of these receptor subtypes. Thus,

effects on reflex activity were examined using cirazoline and pilocarpine, agonists for cr1

and Mr,¡,s receptors respectively (Fig 18).

When the o1 agonist círazoline (lpM) was used, LLRF was observed following wash in

3/3 cases. Likewise, pilocarpine (1O¡lM), a Mr,¡,s receptor agonist caused LLRF in all3l3

experiments following drug washout. Experiments were performed in which both PLC

and pLAz pathways were blocked prior to activation of these metabotropic receptors.

Muscarinic Mr,¡,s receptors þilocarpine) and cr¡ adrenergic receptors (cirazoline) were

activated in the presence of aristolochic acid and 1J73I22. For cirazoline no reflex

facilitation was observed (0/3) even though responses were not bracketed. In comparison

for pilocarpine, LLRF was observ ed in 213 cases when responses were not bracketed but

not when U7 and aristolochic acid bracketed addition of pilocarpine, (012 cases). Thus, as
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with the S-HTzc receptor (Fig 17C), block of both the PLC and PLAz pathways has a

similar preventative action on adrenergic and muscarinic receptor-induced LLRF (Figs

18C and 18D).

LLRF is not dependent on cAMP

Figure 194 illustrates that LLRF can be independent of activation of cAMP-mediated

protein kinase I or II. Experiments were performed to test DOl-induced LLRF in the

presence of Rp-cAMPS, a well-known inhibitor of cAMP activation by protein kinase A

(PKA) inhibition. When DOI was added in the presence of Rp-cAMPS, 1 of 2

experiments showed LLRF when Rp-cAMPS bracketed the DOI application'

In contrast to the data obtained from activation of receptors that couple to the PLC and

pLAz signal transduction pathways, pharmacological agents that activate B-adrenergic

receptors which couple via G-proteins to activate adenylyl cyclase, such as isoproterenol

and cimaterol, resulted in mixed effects on evoked reflexes (Fig. 19). While isoproterenol

(100 pM) depressed reflexes in3l3 cases, cimaterol (100 pM) could facilitate or depress

reflexes. Following washout, responses returned to control values or remained depressed

within t hour for isoproterenol in 213 cases,while for cimaterol LLRF was observed in

213 arumals(in one case LLRF was visually apparent, it was statistically significant).

lnterestingly, in the presence of cimaterol there appeared to be facilitation of reflex

strength which may imply that cimaterol has concurrent actions at multiple receptors.

Another explanation may be that in addition to B-adrenergic receptor activation,
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cimaterol may cause neuron depolarization in addition to the effects on metabohsm

(Cleale et al., 1998).

Figure Z0A summarizes the effects of various drugs employed to block signal

transduction pathways during the application of the 5-HTz receptor agonist DOI. Each

condition is normalized to a percent control. When bracketing was used, the control is the

reflex response after the first drug application and the %o change reflects the magnitude of

response after DOI wash. When bracketing was not employed, the wash condition' i.e.

the period when all drugs are removed, was compared to control conditions' This figure

illustrates that LLRF occurs in the pharmacological conditions described previously and

is prevented when both the PLC and PL^zpathways are blocked. Interestingly, the most

robust LLRF was noted when DOI was added in the presence of GF109203X. Figure20B

compffes the ability of various amine receptor agonists to produce LLRF. Thus, it

appears that the results using DOI, cirazoline and pilocarpine support the notion that

LLRF can be induced through activation of metabotropic receptors that positively affect

the pLC/pLA2 pathways. Interestingly, the most effective reflex facilitation is induced by

DOI.

Summarv and significance of Proiect II

LLRF which results from syraptic activity-independent activation of 5-HTz receptors is

dependent on activation of elements in both the PLC and PLAz signal transduction

pathways. There is biochemical redundancy in that only one of the individual

downstream elements of the PLC pathway is required to induce and maintain the

facilitated response. In comparison, PLAz mediated activated of the cyclooxygenase
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pathway appears to be implicated in the expression of LLRF. Additionally, we have

shown that adrenergic and cholinergic metabotropic receptor subtypes also induce LLRF

via PLCiPLA2 signal transduction pathways. Clearly there is considerable flexibility

within the spinal cord network to produce LLRF.

These experiments illustrate some of the complexity of the network interactions at the

spinal cord level. LLRF is an emergent property of the co-activation of two different

signal transduction pathways. However, the downstream elements required are flexible.

Inhibition of either PKC or IP3 alone does not block LLRF, yet activation of one of them

is necessary.
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DISCUSSION

This Discussion first provides a general sunmary of the results obtained in the

experiments comprising this thesis. Then, the Discussion is divided into 3 major sections.

The first two address the 2 main projects of the thesis; network properties and signal

transduction properties. The third section then discusses more general aspects and

implications of the results as well as a general perspective on the relevance and

implications of these studies.

Summary

In the in vitro young rat, activation of 5-HT2 receptors results in LLRF. This facilitation

is independent of repetitive stimulation of afferent fibres and occurs independent of

ionotropic glutamate receptor activation. The spinal reflex responses can be partly

reversed from LLRF induced by S-HTzc receptor activation to a LLRD which is induced

by 5-HTrn receptor activation. This and the ability of 5-HT itself to produce either LLRF

or LLRD illustrates that the 5-HT can regulate reflex strength either up or down. While

outside the scope of these studies, serotonergic mechanisms producing LLRD need to be

further elucidated.

A dissection of the cellular signal transduction events associated 5-HTz receptor

activation-induced LLRF demonstrated a complexity of biochemical interactions. Co-

activation of both pLC and pLAz biochemical pathways appears to be required for LLRF'

Blockade of either of these major transduction pathways alone converts LLRF to a short-

lasting facilitation while inhibition of both pathways completely abolishes reflex

facilitation. Regarding the downstream elements activated, while there are significant
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increases in membrane translocation of PKc, and PKC6 during LLRF, these changes are

not causal as pharmacological inhibition of PKC cannot prevent LLRF. Moreover, the

AA cascade must be activated to produce LLRF. Metabotropic receptor induced long-

lasting reflex facilitation via PLC and PLAz pathways appears to be a general strategy

used by spinal cord since similar PLC/PLAz sensitive LLRF was observed following

activation of serotonergic, muscarinic and adrenergic receptor subtypes' In comparison'

this behavior was independent of PKA activation. One interesting implication of these

results is that the 'integrated' activity of major biochemical pathways (PLC/PLA)

produces a plastic response (LLRF) not seen by activation of either pathway individually'

Nehvork ProPerties

comparing the conditions before and after the addition of the 5-HT2 receptor agonist,

regardless of whether there is concurrent antagonism of excitatory glutamatergic and/or

inhibitory GABAergic/glycinergic transmission, LLRF is still produced. Therefore,

LLRF can be induced independent of ionotropic glutamate and inhibitory GABAn and

glycine recePtors.

1.0 Facilitatory Effects of the Monoamines at the spinat cord Level

The facilitatory effects of the monoamines at the spinal cord level have been shown in

our laboratory as well as in other vertebrate and invertebrate models' For example, in

Tritonia, dorsal swim interneurons which are intrinsic to the cPG for swimming have

been identified as serotonergic. Application of the serotonin precursor 5-

hydroxytryptophan in this preparation results in a sustained (more than 20 hours later)
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enhancement of synaptic and modulatory actions of the dorsal swim interneuron stimulus

on the C2 neuron excitability (Fickbohm andKatz,2000). While the actual serotonergic

receptor subtype responsible for the facilitation is not known, effects are mediated by

metabotropic receptors since inhibition of the G-protein coupled receptors blocks the

facilitation (Clemens and Katz, 2003 ).

Previously we had noted that serotonin caused a long-lasting reflex facilitation following

washout via activation of S-HTzc receptors. DOI, a potent non-selective 5-HTz receptor

agonist, combined with spiperone, a selective 5-HTza antagonist, caused facilitation

which was blocked when DOI was combined with normethyl clozapine, a S-HTzc

antagonist. In addition, evidence supporting a 5-HT-induced plasticity in spinal

interneurons was obtained with whole cell patch clamp studies in the in vitro hemisect rat

preparation. Increases in excitatory postsynaptic potential (EPSP) amplitudes in spinal

neurons (laminae [V-VII) were observed in a subpopulation of neurons following

washout of 5-HT. Also serotonin was shown to produce a long-lasting facilitation of

synaptic actions in dorsal horn neurons as demonstrated by recording EPSPs in the rat

transverse slice preparation (Machacek et a1., 2001).

Other labs have shown that both serotonin and noradrenaline facilitate glutamate-evoked

activity in motoneurons (White and Neuman, 1983; V/ang and Dun, 1990; Takahashi and

Berger, 1990; Kiehn and Kjaerufff,l996;Kjaerulff and Kiehn, 2001). Jankowska and co-

workers, demonstrated that modulation of afferent input in spinal interneurons by

serotonin and noradrenaline (NA) is highly dependent on the type of spinal neuron as
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well as the afferent fibre type (I or II) (Jankowska et al.,1997a; Jankowska et al., 2000).

They used ionophoretic application of 5-HT and NA while recording extracellularly from

ascending tract neurons and interneurons in anaesthetized cats. The experiments

recording from spinocervical, postsynaptic dorsal column, and dorsocerebellar neurons

show that the stimulation of cutaneous and group I and II muscie afferents may be

modulated very differently by each monoamine. For example, in the spinocervical and

postsynaptic dorsal column cells, NA depressed responses while 5-HT facilitated the

responses. In comparison in the dorsal horn spinocerebellar tract neurons NA had

negligible effects and 5-HT depressed responses from group II afferents while facilitating

responses from cutaneous afferent stimulation. These opposite actions indicate that NA

and 5-HT may be involved in the specific control of various functional populations of

neuron in a highly differentiated marurer (Jankowska et al., 1997; Jankowska et al',

2ooo).

Interestingly in our experiments, the immunohistochemical analysis of 5-HTzc receptor

distribution in the age range of animals used for electrophysiology, indicates a relative

lack of receptors in lamina II or substantia gelatinosa in the spinal cord (Fig. 10). Since

the majority of C fibres terminate in this area one would not expect that the 5-HTz

receptor induced reflex facilitation involves high intensity, nociceptive processing. In

support of this, we find the 5-HTz receptor-induced facilitation to be primarily mediated

by AÞ, low-threshold afferent fibres. In addition, irrespective of substrain differences

observed in our experiments, both the short and longer-latency (presumably

polysynaptic) reflex responses appear to be facilitated with 5-HT2c receptor activation.
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Notably however, in some instances only the longer-latency component was facilitated

while the short-latency (primarily monosynaptic) component was unchanged, indicating

that the modulation of spinal cord excitability is not simply a reflection of changes in

motoneuron properties (Lee and Heckman, 1998; Bennett et a1., 1998; Carlin et a1., 2000;

perrier et al., 2002).In addition, the emergence of long-latency heterosynaptic actions

between L2 and L5 spinal segments after 5-HT2 receptor activation is likely due to

increased excitability through polysynaptic pathways rather than simply due to a

postsynaptic increase in motoneuronal excitability or an unmasking of subthreshold

synaptic actions. Although, heterosynaptic actions could be enhanced simply as a result

of reducing firing thresholds through membrane depolarization, it has been demonstrated

previously that there is convergence of input from distant spinal segments evidenced

through interneuronal whole cell recording (Machacek et àl', 2001)' Thus, the

heterosegmental facilitation of reflexes observed here is likely due to spinal plasticity at

the interneuron level. Indeed other collaborative studies in the Nichols and Hochman labs

indicate that flexion-reflex pathways undergo a long-lasting facilitation that is temporally

distinct from modulatory actions of the stretch reflex (Machacek et a1., 2000). Also, 5-HT

and selective 5-HTz agonists have been found to induce a long-lasting enhamcement of

synaptic transmission, due at least in part, to activation of silent synapses (Li and Zhuo,

1998; Li et al., 1999; Wang and Zhuo, 2002). Úrtracellular recordings from motoneurons

and intemeurons are required to better clarify the relative contribution of pre- vs

postsynaptic mechanisms to the production of LLRF'
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2.0 Synaptic Activity Dependence/Independence

It is likely that LLRF is induced independent of activation of afferent activity since LLRF

occurred following minimal electrical stimulation of afferent fibres. Others have also

demonstrated that facilitation of responses in spinal cord can be independent of slmaptic

activation. Activation of second messenger pathways, particularly those that activate

PKC, have been implicated in persistent pain and hlperalgesia, (Yashpal et a1., 1995;

Wajima et a1., 2000). Further, 5-HTz receptor activation has also been found to be

involved in activating pKC and phosphorylating NMDA receptors, thereby potentiating

NMDAR mediated ion currents (Blank et a1', 1996)'

3.0 Effects of GABA6 and Glycinergic Disinhibition

The long-lasting increases in reflex strength could result from a reduction in the actions

of inhibitory interneurons, either interposed in reflex pathways þost-synaptic) or

presynaptically by disinhibition at excitatory synapses. However, the observations that

LLRF was observed following blockade of GABAa or glycine receptors demonstrate that

alterations in inhibitory mechanisms are not required to induce or maintain DOl-induced

LLRF.

One cannot exclude the possibility that temporary increases or decreases in network

excitability, such as with GABA¿ receptor block with bicuculline or glycine receptor

block with pMBA, predispose the cord to long-lasting changes in excitability. Indeed,

PMBA or bicuculline on their own were capable of producing long-lasting increases in
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reflex strength following washout. While it is possible that hese effects may be due to an

inability to completely washout these drugs, we cannot exclude the possibility that a

temporary increase in spinal excitability is sufficient to produce long-lasting changes in

reflex strength. Therefore, it was critical to compare 5-HTz receptor actions in

experiments where GABAA or glycine receptor blockade was present throughout the test

period.

4.0 NMDA and non-NMDA receptor mediated facilitation

In initial experiments using 10¡^lM CNQX, a quinoxalinedione, with l¡rM DOI, LLRF

was prevented, suggesting that AMPA/kainate receptor activation was required for its

induction. However, Soskic and Joksimovic synthesized various quinoxalinediones and

their radioligand binding assays suggest that there is competition for binding at 5-HT

receptors (Soskic and Joksimovic, 1998). We therefore tried increasing our concentration

of DoI to compete with CNQX for 5-HTz receptor activation and, interestingly, when

DOI concentration was increased to 10pM, LLRF was observed supporting the notion

that GNQX competes with DoI for binding at the 5-HTz receptor binding site'

Furthermore, kynurenic acid at 1 mM, a broad-spectrum ionotropic glutamate receptor

antagonist (i.e. blocks both AMPA/kainate and NMDA receptors) was ineffective in

blocking Dol-induced LLRF, even though there was no facilitation while kynurenic acid

was in the bath. This further suggests that antagonism of AMPA/kainate receptors with

the commonly used CNQX may interfere with the binding affinity of DoI at 5-HTz

receptors and increased concentrations of DOI are required to compete for receptor
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occupation. The results support the idea that 5-HTz receptor-induced facilitation can

occur independent of AMPA/kainate receptor activation'

At one of the most thoroughly investigated sites of synaptic plasticity, the Schaffer

collateral synapse in the hippocampus, the induction and expression of LTP or LTD is

dependent on NMDA receptor activity (Dudek and Bear, 1993; Stanton, 1996; Hrabetova

et al., 2000). One proposed mechanism to account for bi-directional changes is the

amount of C** influx; high levels of entry after intense activity leads to LTP while

weaker synaptic activity and consequent lower levels of C** influx produce LTD' Thus,

repetitive excitatory synaptic activity can induce increases or decreases in strength

referred to as LTP and LTD respectively. Similarly LTP and LTD have been observed in

spinal cord, with evidence of NMDA receptor dependent (Anderson and'Winterson,

1995; Liu and Sandkuhler, 1995; Liu and Sandkuhler, 1998; Svendsen et al', 1999; Ikeda

et a1., 2000; Gjerstad et al., 2001) and independent mechanisms (Lozier and Kendig,

1gg5; Durkovic and Prokowich, 1998). As examples of NMDA receptor

dependence/independence, LTP in the lumbar spinal dorsal hom evoked by sciatic nerve

stimulation in anaesthetized rats was blocked by the NMDA receptor antagonist, AP5

(Liu and Sandkuhler, 1995), in contrast to reflex LTP induced by C fibre stimulation that

was not dependent on NMDA receptors (Loziet and Kendig, 1995)' Similarly, some

forms of synaptic plasticity have been shown to be AMPA/kainate receptor-mediated, i'e'

non-NMDA receptor LTP/LTD (Isaac et al., 1995; Isaac et al., 1996; Derkach et al,

1999; GomPerts et a1.,2000)'
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In our experiments, although the occurrence of LLRF was clearly affected, activation of

5-HTz receptors while NMDA receptors were blocked with AP5 still resulted in LLRF.

The drugs used, AP5 and bicuculline have been shown to have reversible effects with

washout (Sajovic and Levinthal, 1983; Grassi et al., 1995; Baker et al., t997).In

addition, once activated, the DOl-induced LLRF is retained even after the addition of

normethyl-clozapine (Machacek et al 2001) or ketanserin (presently) to block 5HTzc

receptors. Thus continued expression of LLRF is not dependent on continued activation

of 5HTz receptors (Machacek et al., 2001). Another finding which also strengthens this

argument is that although some reflex facilitation occurs during the application of the

agonist, often a more robust facilitation is observed following the removal of the agonist.

Jacobs and Fornal showed increased activity of the serotonergic raphe neurons projecting

to spinal motor areas during locomotion (Jacobs and Fornal,1993). Furthermore, the

CPG for locomotion is distributed throughout the supralumbar and lumbar regions of the

spinal cord (Kudo and Yamada,1987; Cazalets et al., 1992; Cowley and Schmidt,1997;

Kremer and Lev-Tov,1997; Kiehn and Kjaerulft 1998). Regular locomotor-like

rhythmic activity can be induced either via neurochemical application (Kudo and

Yamada, 1987; Cowley and Schmidt,1997; Kremer and Lev-Tov,1997; Kiehn and

Kjaerulff, 1998; Marchetti et a1.,2001) or by afferent stimulation (Kremer and Lev-Tov,

1997; Marchetti et a1.,2001). Further, there is evidence of a relationship between flexor

and extensor activity and ventral root discharges. Kiehn (1996) found that the L2 ventral

root burst was in phase with simple flexors while the L5 burst coincided with the

extensor phase, indicating a general functional relationship between L2 and flexors and
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L5 and extensors, which may be reconfigured by monoaminergic (5-HT and dopamine)

modulation (Kiehn and Kjaerulft 1996). In our experiments, the finding that 5-HTz

receptor activation increased the expression of heterosegmental reflexes was also of

interest. In experiments where bothL2 and L5 ventral root reflexes were recorded there

was increased occurrence of heterosegmental reflexes following application of DOI.

There did not appear to be any relationship between increasing either L2 or L5 as both

heterosynaptic reflexes were increased. Inasmuch as reflexes from L2 and L5 also

correspond to activity generated in flexor and extensor motoneurons respectively, it

suggests that there was no apparent flexor or extensor bias in the 5-HT modulation of

response. This may also supported by a general increase in excitability where the

heterosynaptic reflex was subthreshold prior to the DOI, which then reaches threshold

and a response is able to be recorded. Interestingly these observations ofa general

increase in receptive freld excitability are in contrast to our earlier intracellular data

obtained from deep dorsal horn neurons where receptive field is actually decreased

following exposure to serotonin (Shay and Hochman,2002). This demonstrates that other

5-HT receptors are capable of producing actions that could be opposite to those described

here.

Figure 11 is a sunmary diagram schematized to show sites within the spinal cord

neuronal network that might be modified to produce LLRF. Increased presynaptic

transmitter release either from muscle spindle afferents or from other primary afferents

interposed in the pathway is a possible site of action for 5-HTz receptor mediated LLRF

(#1). Additionally, increased excitability in interposed excitatoiry interneurons or
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decreased excitability in interposed inhibitory neuronal networks could support aspects

of the observed LLRF (#2). Note however, that the results where DOI facilitates LLRF in

the presence of GABAergic and glycinergic antagonists, suggest that inhibition of

inhibitory transmitters is an unlikely mechanism for the expression of LLRF (Figs. 6B

and 6C). lncreases in excitability of excitatory interneurons interposed in longer-latency

reflex pathways would be consistent with the increased EPSP amplitudes recorded in

deep dorsal horn and intermediate grey spinal neurons (Machacek et a1., 2001). There

could also be increases in the excitability of complimentary inhibitory FRA pathways

(#3). For example, long-lasting increases in the excitability of the crossed extension

reflex concurrent with decreases in the excitability of ipsilateral flexors was noted after

intrathecal application of DOI (Machacek et al., 2000). Finally, although there is certainly

prior evidence for DOI increasing excitability of the motoneuron itself (#4), observations

where the longer-latency component of the reflex is facilitated and the short-latency

component is not, indicate that this cannot wholly explain the results. In addition,

experiments where previously non-responsive reflexes \ilere recruited, e.g. recruitment of

L2 afterDOl-induced LLRF (Fig. 5C), illustrate the importance of polysynaptic

pathways for the expression of some aspects of LLRF'

Transduction Mechanisms

1.0 The PLC PathwaY

The standard coupling for 5-HTz receptor activation is to the Go protein. Go-mediated

activation of the PLC pathway leads to the liberation of IP¡ and subsequent Ca2* from

intemal stores and DAG and subsequent activation of PKC.
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PKC

BlaÍk and Spiess (1996) showed that potentiation of the NMDA receptor by activation of

5-HTz receptors was reliant on a PKC-dependent mechanism. Since there are numerous

studies in spinal cord that demonstrate an NMDA-receptor dependent LTP (Randic,

1996; Durkovic and Prokowich, 1998; Svendsen et al., 1998; Liu and Sandkuhler, 1998;

Svendsen et a1., 1999) it appeared logical to investigate the 5-HTz mediated LLRF with

respect to PKC activation. It is noteworthy however that NMDA receptor-independent

LTP in spinal cord has also been observed (Lozier and Kendig, 1995; Willis, 2001; Fang

et a1.,2002). For example, Loziet and Kendig (1995) elicited an NMDA receptor-

independent LTP in the isolated spinal cord of neonatal rats by tetanic stimulation at C-

fibre thresholds and suggested Ca2* influx through voltage-gated channels as a possible

mechanism for induction.

Cellular responses including changes in gene expression that are thought to be involved

in long-term modulation include PKC activation in the signal transduction cascade. There

are different isoforms of PKC, some of which are Caz* dependent and others æe C**

independent (Dekker et a!.,L995;Nishizuka, 1995; Hrabetova and Sackfor, 2001). Most

pKC isoforms are Ca2* dependent and involve translocation of the cytosolic enzyme to

the membrane to phosphorylate other membrane proteins including NMDA receptors;

(Wajima et a1., 2000;Yashpal et a1., 2001 MacDonald et al., 2001; Mao and W*9,

Z¡1¿;Moriguchi et al., 2002). PKC contributes to neuronal plasticity including LTP. For

example, Sackfor and colleagues, observed that the constitutively active subunit of the
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PKCq isoform, PKM( increases with LTP maintenance in hippocampus (Osten et a1.,

1996;Linget al., 2002). PKC activation is also implicated in other types of long-lasting

facilitatory behaviour. For example, studies in the spinal dorsal horn show that

translocation of PKC from the cytoplasm to the plasma membrane, which is an indicator

of activation, increases after noxious stimulation (Mao et a1.,1992; Yashpal et al., 1995).

These actions involve the PKC, isoform (Mao et a1.,1995). Notably, PKC inhibitors

produced significant reductions of nociceptive responses and mechanical hyperalgesia

elicited by the formalin test (Yashpal et a1., 1995) as well as blocking substance P

mediated hyperalgesia (V/ajima et al., 2000).

Because of the demonstrated importance of PKC,,, (pain systems) and PKC( (gene

expression and LTP) isoforms in long-lasting increases in synaptic/cellular excitability,

we examined whether increased expression would be observed following 5-HTz receptor-

induced LLRF. 'We observed a general trend for increased expression of both isoforms

following 5-HTz receptor activation, however there were clear differences in the

distribution of these isoforms. Generally, PKCï expression increases were found in the

dorsal horn and intermediate gray matter while PKCq changes tended to be in the ventral

horn and intermediate gray matter. Considering Project I demonstrated that low-

threshold afferents were largely responsible for LLRF, the changes in PKCq expression

were more consistent with changes occurring in deeper laminae neural networks

associated with non-nociceptive circuitry.
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While significant changes in PKC expression were observed, pharmacological analyses

were performed to determine whether these changes were those that contribute to LLRF.

One must recogmze that protein kinase inhibitors may not be as specific as initially

purported and so there may be additional kinases inhibited (Davies et a1., 2003).

Nonetheless, we chose to block PKC through the bath application of calphostin C which

has been shown to be effective and reversible (Somers and Mosher,1993; Cabedo et al.,

1996; Alonso et al., 1998). In addition, we used a bis-indolylmaleimide, GF109203X at

1pM, which effectively and reversibly blocks all of the known PKC isoforms (Vilarino et

al.,Z00l; Sirous et al.,2001). It is a highly selective and potent inhibitor of PKC,

exclusively at the ATP binding site (Toullec et al., 1991). Since activation of 5HTz

receptors with DOI in the presence of calphostin C or GF109203X still resulted in LLRF,

it is clear that LLRF does not require activation of any PKC isoforms. This is also

consistent with the observations in Project I that NMDA receptor activity is not required

for the induction or maintenance of LLRF.

IPt

Another PLC pathway second messenger, IP¡, diffuses easily through the cytoplasm. IP3

binds to the IP3 receptors on the endoplasmic reticulum and allows the release of the

highly concentrated internal stores of Ct* . A related family of Ca2* channels gated by the

ryanodine receptor is also sensitive to intracellular Ca2* concentrations and present in

excitable cell t¡pes such as muscle and neurons (Bootman et al., 2001). Calcium release

from intracellular stores, particularly the endoplasmic reticulum, facilitates the opening of

Ca2n channels in the membrane to generate rapid increases in cytoplasmic calcium
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concentrations (Berridge, 1998). Elevation of intracellular Ca2* is an important factor for

inducing changes in synaptic plasticity.

lnterestingly, many synapses are capable of undergoing LTP or LTD depending on

whether the amplitude of the C** signal is large or small respectively (Bear and

Malenka, lgg4). However in our experiments, even when intracellular Ca2* release is

blocked with thapsigargin or ryanodine, \¡/e still observed the 5-HTz receptor-mediated

LLRF. This demonstrates that an intracellular Ca2* signal is not required for this LLRF.

In addition, unlike the conversion from LTP to LTD with lowered [Cut*],, LLRF is not

converted into LLRD.

While neither PKC nor IP¡ mediated signal transduction events alone are necessary for

the induction of LLRF, it is clear that some aspect related to PLC signaling is required.

rJ73I2z effectively blocks the PLC pathway by inhibiting the hydrolysis of PPI to IP¡ but

does not interfere with of Caz* metabolism in general (Yule and Williams, 1992).

Interestingly, in the presence of rJ73I22, DOI was still able to facilitate the reflex,

however maintenance of the reflex facilitation was impaired converting LLRF into a

short-lasting facilitatory event'

2.0 The PLAz PathwaY

peripheral tissue injury and local inflammation initiates persistent activity in small

diameter primary afferents which then release amino acids (gtutamate) and peptides

(Substance P) which subsequently activate NMDA, non-NMDA and neurokinin
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receptors. In addition to activation of various protein kinases, stimulation of these

receptors also results in activation of phospholipases. Activation of the PLAz pathway

forms arachidonic acid which is metabolízed by lipoxygenase and cyclooxygenase to

yield eicosanoids such as prostaglandins @irig and Yaksh, I999a; Dirig and Yaksh,

1999b), leukotrienes and thromboxanes (Shimizu and Wolfe, 1990). These eicosanoids

are important mediators of both normal homeostasis and pathological states (Farooqui et

à1., 1997). Once released, these prostanoids can increase spinal excitability and

eventually evoke a cascade leading to hyperalgesia. Experiments where intrathecal

adminishation of prostanoids are delivered to mice, show thermal and mechanical

hyperalgesia assessed by hot plate and acetic acid writhing tests (Uda et al, 1990;

Minami et al., 1994). In addition, there is evidence that arachidonic acid itself can

modulate cellular excitability (Nishizaki et al., 1999). Woolf and colleagues showed that

prostaglandinEZ acting via a prostaglandin-like receptor directly depolarized dorsal horn

negrons in rat spinal cord slices and thus can directly contribute to amplification of

sensory outflow from the spinal cord, i.e. central sensitization (Baba et a1.,2001).

While not commonly discussed, the PLAz effector pathway is also coupled to 5-HTz

receptor activation (Felder et a1.,1990; Berg et al., 1998a,b). Therefore, considering the

importance of arachidonic acid metabolism to spinal sensory excitability, we sought to

determine whether PLAz pathways were involved in 5-HTz receptor.activation induced

LLRF.
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We applied both cyclooxygenase and lipoxygenase inhibitors prior to application of DOI'

While the lipoxygenase inhibitor NDGA did not appear to block LLRF, ibuprofen, a

selective cyclooxygenase inhibitor, clearly reduced the occurrence and magnitude of

LLRF.

That the occuffence was reduced suggests that the arachidonic acid cascade supports the

expression of LLRF, but it is not essential. One possibility is that there is some

redundancy in the cross-talk between the signal transduction pathways activated so that

critical elements that are required can be accessed via multiple routes.

Aristolochic acid is an effective inhibitor of PLAz and has been used to block Ca2*

activated potassium channels (Denson et al., 1996). The inhibitory effects can be reversed

by very small increases in intracellular Ca2* and increased currents measured in epithelial

sodium channels return to control amplitudes following 5 minutes of wash' Similar to the

results obtained when blocking the PLC pathway, aristolochic acid did not block the

induction of reflex facilitation but did prevent its maintenance. Only a short-term

facilitation was observ ed in 21 4 cases.

Taken together the pharmacological analysis thus far indicates that there is some essential

component to both pLC and pLA2 pathways and that the arachidonic acid cascade plays a

central role in the induction of DOl-induced LLRF. For example, it is possible that PLAz

is activated by redundant aspects of PLC metabolism (i.e. C** or events downstream of

pKC) and certain aspects of PLAz pathways produce LLRF. From a physiological
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perspective, there may be different but complementary actions in different interneurons

within the pathway. LLRF is induced by low-threshold afferents yet it is the

'inflammation cascade' that appears to be critical. Thus LLRF might be part of the

central sensitization events that lead to allod¡mia.

3.0 Both PLC and PLAz pathways are required

Others have investigated the role of different signal transduction cascades in mediating a

specific facilitatory behaviour. For example, Willis' group studied the effects of various

G-protein and protein kinase inhibitors on the behavioural responses of rats with

allodynia and hyperalgesia due to capsaicin injection. They concluded that multiple

signal transduction pathways aÍe involved in mediating the secondary

allodynia/hyperalgesia that occurs following C-fibre activation (Sluka and Willis, 1997).

ln comparison, our experiments showed that only when both the PLC and PLAz pathways

were antagonized simultaneously were all facilitatory effects of DOI blocked. Clearly,

from a biochemical perspective, LLRF is a complex event where interactions between

'different' metabolic pathways are linked in order to induce a long-lasting modulatory

event following activation of one receptor subtype (i.e. 5-HT2c receptors). Co-activation

or integration of the PLC and PLAz pathways is necessary for LLRF, a behaviour which

is not reliably induced if either pathway is inhibited, independent of the other.

4.0 Other Metabotropic Receptor Activation

Additional experiments \ilere designed to generalize ovr findings, and to determine

whether LLRF can be observed following activation of the same signal transduction
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pathways by other similarly-coupled metabotropic receptors. As with the 5-HTz

receptors, Axelrod's group showed that both muscarinic and ar adrenergic receptors

mediate arachidonic acid release from activation of the PLA2 pathway, in addition to their

more studied interactions via the PLC pathway (Felder et al., 1990; Kanterman et al.,

I990a; Kanterman et al., 1990b). Like 5-HTz receptors, adrenergic and muscarinic

receptors are found in the spinal cord. Giroux et al., (1999) performed autoradiographic

ligand binding assays in the cat and found evidence of both dr and o4 adrenergic

receptors. In particular the highest densities of c1 receptors were measured in the

motoneuron region of the ventral horn (lamina IX) and around the central canal (lamina

X). Also, in situ receptor mRNA studies in rat, show high levels of a1 receptors

particularly in motor areas of the spinal cord (Day et al., 1997). Evidence for muscarinic

receptor distribution in the rat spinal cord is also documented (Wei et a1.,1994; Hoglund

and Baghdoyffi, 1997).

Thus, several metabotropic receptor subtypes can induce LLRF in a manner similar to

that of 5-HT2 receptor activation. Also, LLRF due to a1 (cirazoline), or Mr,¡,s

(pilocarpine) receptor activation is blocked by simultaneous inhibition of the PLC and

PLAz pathways. Thus it appeils that receptors which activate the same signal

transduction pathway exert similar effects on spinal reflexes. However, it is notable that

the most robust effect is induced following 5-HTz receptor activation, perhaps due to its

gteater receptor expression in spinal cord. Having said this, based on these experiments

we are unable to determine where in the pathway each transmitter exerts their influence

in the induction and maintenance of increased reflex strength.
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5.0 Elucidation of biochemical pathways producing LLRF: Ca2+ and PKC

dependent activation of PLAz

The view, which will be developed below is that PLC initiated events lead to activation

of cytoplasmic PLAz which then activates cyclooxygenase whose currently unidentified

pathways leads to LLRF. There are at least 19 enzymes that possess PLAz activity.

However it is the cytosolic PLAz family, which consists of 3 distinct classes of enzymes

that plays an essential role in the initiation of arachidonic acid metabolism. Activation of

cytoplasmic PLAz is controlled by Ca2* and phosphorylation (Svensson and Yaksh,

2002).

Using primary neuronal cultures, Axelrod and colleagues linked 5-HTz, ocr and Ml

receptors to release of arachidonic acid in a series of three papers (Kanterman et a1.,

1990a; Kanterman et al, i990b; Felder et al., 1990). All three papers obtained similar

results demonstrating that arachidonic acid release was independent of inositol

phosphates (including IP3) but was activated by phorbol esters (hence presumably PKC-

mediated) and required extracellular Cf*. These findings are interesting since more

recent studies have verified that cytoplasmic PLAz has Ca2*-sensitive and insensitive

isoforms (Svensson and Yaksh,2002) and that PKC phosphorylates and activates PLA2

(Calignano et al.,l99l; Xing and Insel, 1996; Xu et a1.,2002). We are uncertain whether

the PLAz isoforms are activated by metabohopic receptor activation, however, it is clear

that PLC pathways are required to activatePL[z since block of PLC prevents LLRF.
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Spinal reflexes may be considered a biological response and as such can be analyzed

according to how signals are integrated in space and time. The integrative capacity of

neurons is beyond a simple summation of synaptic potentials (Clemens andKatz,2001).

Rather, it is also biochemically mediated. For example, Ca2* signals elicited by activation

of metabotropic receptors can be independent of changes in voltage. While individual G-

protein activated signaling pathways contribute to signal integration within a neuron, the

plethora of signaling pathways may be co-dependent. It is known that the products of one

pathway can modiff the activity of enzymes involved in another pathway and the signals

that span different transduction pathways and their interactions have been described as

"cross-talk". Activation of different G-protein coupled receptors can affect the activity of

interconnected networks of signal transduction pathways.

6.0 Receptor desensitization and receptor internalization

An interesting observation is that reflex facilitation commonly underwent a considerable

further increase following washout of agonist (e.g. DOI). Currently, the mechanism(s)

producing a further increase in reflex strength following agonist washout is unknown'

When one considers serotonin itself as the agonist, an explanation may be that during the

presence of the agonist, all 5-HT receptor subtypes would be activated, some of which

may be related to depression or inhibition of response, i.e. 5-HTl receptors. Thus it is not

until after the removal of the ligand that the facilitatory action of 5-HT at 5-HTz receptors

is unmasked (Hochman et a1., 2001). However this cannot explain the further jump in

reflex strength after selective 5-HTz receptor activation (using either I|l.f'I(.212 or DOI).

Other mechanisms must be explored.
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It is well established that many metabotropic receptors intemalize after agonist binding,

with study of the B-adrenergic receptor as the most intensely investigated model receptor

(for review see Claing et a1.,2002). G protein-coupled receptor kinases (GRKs) and the

B-arrestins are known to be important in receptor internalization. A:restins function as

adaptors and scaffolds and have been shown to link metabotropic receptors to several

signaling pathways including the non-receptor tyrosine kinase SRC and mitogen-

activated protein kinase (MAPK). In our experiments, one possibility is that S-HTzc

receptor intemalization occurs only after agonist unbinding and that the internalization

events initiates additional transduction cascades that lead to LLRF. Further studies are

needed to determine the properties of 5-HT2ç receptor internalization and the signal

transduction events initiated by this process.

Receptor intemalization has been used as a marker of transmitter release. For example,

Allen et al., (1999) measured NK-1 receptor immunoreactivity and visualized

endocytosis of the receptors in response to either injection of Substance P or noxious

insult. In addition they determined that electrical stimulation recruiting Aõ and C afferent

fibres evoked intemalization of the NK-1 receptors. There was more receptor

intemalization and thus more release of SP after nerve transection and inflammation

(Allen et a1.,1999). Interestingly, as with 5-HTz receptors, SP receptor activation leads to

the generation of DAG and IP¡ which then leads to an increase in intracellular C** and

facilitation of the activity of PKC. In tum PKC phosphorylates NMDA receptors and co-
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activation of the SP and NMDA receptors is implicated in hyperalgesia and central

sensitization (Ilonor et al.,1999; Wajima et a1.,2000).

Desensitization and intemalization are two mechanisms thought to contribute to the

development of tolerance to agonist exposure. Further, the process of endocytosis where

the number of receptors present at the cell surface is reduced (desensitization) may also

be important in returning or recycling the dephosphorylated receptors back to the plasma

membrane (resensitization). This has been demonstrated recently with p-opioid receptor

studies (Finn and Whistler,200l;.Llvarez et al., 2002) and mayprovide an explanation

for the results obtained in the present studies. With respect to the specific activation of 5-

HT2 receptors with DOI, one explanation for the "rebound" LLRF may be that during

agonist application the receptors are located on the membrane. Following removal of the

DOI, the receptors are allowed to internalize thus initiating other steps in the process

which are required for increased Ca2* influx and phosphorylative mechanisms which

result in the facilitation. Thus, a plausible hypothesis is that 5-HTzc receptors are

internalized only after unbinding from the agonist.

Single membrane receptor subtypes may be responsible for the generation of multiple

intracellular signals and it is also possible that agonist binding activates multiple signal

transduction cascades, some of which need to be inactivated before a long-lasting effect

can begin. For example, stimulation of Dz receptors produces inhibition of adenylyl

cyclaseyetapotentiation of C** evokedarachidonicacidreleaseviaG¡.DiMarzo etal.,

stimulated PKC in Chinese hamster ovary cells and found that the preferential coupling
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of D2 receptors shifted from inhibition of adenylyl cyclase to potentiation of arachidonic

acid release (Di Marzo et a1.,1993). In comparison, 5-HT2c receptors may co-activate

PLC and PLA2, but perhaps PLC via PKC mechanisms inhibits a long-lasting PLAz

effect until the PLC pathway is no longer continuously activated by ligand.

General Considerations

1.0 Limitations of the present work

Limitations in this study include the use of a preparation that has incomplete spinal

circuitry and is undertaken in vitro at room temperature. Further, the "ouþut" or

measurement of the compound ventral root reflex does not specify or identify any

specific underlying interneuronal processes. Nonetheless, charactenzingchanges based

on modifications in the 'final common pathway' is certainly the most important measure

to assess physiologically. It can be said that we are using the compound ventral root

reflex strictly as an indication of spinal cord excitability. Regarding the use of an in vitro

preparation, it has the great strength of drug delivery of known concentrations.

Further, this in vitro systemhas significant potential with respect to broadening the

variables in future experiments. For example, the same preparation but with a hindlimb

attached and peripheral nerve dissection will allow specific afferents to be recruited i.e.

cutaneous vs muscle afferents, depending on which peripheral nerve is stimulated. Also,

conduction velocity and latency of reflex response can be more accurately calculated.

Perhaps more importantly, the hemisected isolated spinal cord preparation lends itself to

blind whole cell patch clamp experiments directed at interneurons, motoneurons or both,

which will yield more complete information about the neural processing and effects of
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monoamines within the network of the cord. One other limitation concerns the

cumulative effect of adding subsequent drugs.

2.0 The importance of 'bracketing' drug applications between S-HTz receptor

agonist application

'Bracketing' is a term we have used to describe the addition and washout of DOI in the

presence of other antagonists. For, example, after the baseline control condition, an

inhibitor such as aristolochic acid is added. Continuous recording allows determination of

the effect of aristolochic acid on the reflex recording. Subsequent addition of DOI allows

determination of the effect of 5-HTz receptor activation in the presence of the inhibitor.

Bath replacement of DOI + aristolochic acid, with aristolochic acid alone, 'brackets' the

DOI effect, thus comparison of the reflex response in the two antagonist conditions

allows the determination of the DOI effect (see Figure 17Bl).

Results reported reflect the bracketed experiments whenever possible, however, there are

some instances when bracketing was not performed and the comparison of before and

after DOI application reflects the final wash result. Since there may be some residual

effects ûom the antagonist drug, results must be interpreted cautiously and further

research should incorporate the more reliable bracketing approach. As the dotted lines in

the figures illustrate, when responses are not bracketed, mixed outcomes can be observed.

In some instances, bracketing the DOI application produced very different results. This is

particularly evident in the experiments where U73122 and a¡istolochic acid are utilized to

block both the PLC and PLA2 pathways (see Figure ITAzand I7C2¡. When the addition
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of DOI is bracketed, the result is to consistently block LLRF. This is compared with the

mixed outcomes when bracketing is not employed, (LLRF, no change or even depressed).

In some instances, bracketing the addition of DOI does not change the outcome, for

example, calphostin C and GF109203X experiments (see Figures 128 and 12C). Even

when the bracketing technique is used, addition of DOI in the presence of these PKC

inhibitors results in LLRF. Overall, these results make it clear that further experiments

must incorporate this bracketing technique in order to achieve the most reliable and

comprehensive conclusions.

3.0 Future studies

The present studies focused on investigating the LLRF due to the activation of a specific

5-HT receptor subtype. An interesting observation was that during endogenous

transmitter application long-lasting reflex depression was also observed. Whiie outside

the scope of these studies, serotonergic mechanisms producing LLRD need to be further

elucidated.

Although some insight was gained into the mechanisms serving LLRF, the actual cellular

mechanisms in terms of desensitization and./or internalization of receptors were not

determined with the present studies. In particular, receptor internalization may lead to

activation of additional signal transduction systems not considered in these studies (e.g.

MAPK). A future priority should be to develop studies that permit characfenzation of 5-

HT26 re c eptor internal ization and d e s ens ítization.
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As was mentioned in the limitations of this study, identification of interneurons involved

in the reflex pathways that contribute the mediating LLRF would provide more

comprehensive understanding of the effects of serotonin on the behaviour. Further studies

incorporating whole cell patch clamp experiments from identified intemeurons (currently

underway in the Hochman laboratory) should enlighten us further.

Despite the above limitations, the experiments and results described in this thesis provide

a groundwork for understanding the mechanisms associated with amine transmitter-

mediated long-lasting changes in spinal cord activity.

4.0 Relevance and Clinical Significance

With respect to functional implications, the LLRF induced by 5-HT suggests that a

transient activation of descending bulbospinal systems can amplify spinal reflex

pathways for several hours. It is possible that 5-HT, via selective activation of receptor

subtypes, may act as a switch to modulate spinal cord reflex excitability. The present

thesis has focused on the mechanisms that contribute to LLRF but it must also be

emphasized that 5-HT can also produce a long-lasting depression of spinal reflex strength

(LLRD). This putative switching, which includes changes in gene expression

(MacDonald et al., 2001) would allows the spinal cord to operate at an appropriate level

for the particular behavioural situation. For example, spinal cord excitability would be

predicted to follow a circadian pattern with highest levels during wakefulness and lowest

levels during sleep. Since 5-HT containing nuclei are under hypothalamic circadian

control (Tobler and Borbely,I982;Jouvet, 1999;Ursin, 2002) it would be metabolically
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economical to transiently activate descending controls as switches to produce lasting

changes in reflex excitability (increasing or decreasing). Another example would be

under conditions of sympathetic arousal, the so called 'fight-or-flight' state where an

increase in reflex excitability could increase survival (Jansen et al., 1995; Graeff et al.,

1996; Jacobs and Fornal, 1999). A surprising and striking observation was that reflex

facilitation mediated by low-threshold afferents can be altered by the arachidonic acid

cascades. This further highlights recent findings of the importance of traditional

inflammatory transduction cascades in spinal cord fi.urction (Samad et a1., 2001; Baba et

a1.,2001). That adrenergic and cholinergic receptor systems are also capable of evoking

long-lasting changes in spinal cord function, attest to the broad significance of these

findings. Clearly, several descending modulatory systems are capable of adjusting reflex

strength.
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Figure 2
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Figure 5
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Figure 13
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Figure 14
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Figure 20
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Figure 21
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F'IGURE LEGENDS

ln cases where raw traces are shown, the last twenty episodes of the designated epochs

are illustrated, unless otherwise indicated. The scatterplot figures represent the area under

the curve of the rectified and integrated reflex from onset of activity to 100 ms after the

stimulus artifact. Dorsal root stimulation parameters included 500 ¡rA, 500 ¡.ts, 0.03 Hz

unless otherwise indicated. The X-axis is time in minutes, and the Y-axis represents the

reflex strength calculated from the area under the curve and normalizedto 100% of the

control condition. For clarification, dotted lines on population summary graphs indicate

non-bracketed pharmacological manipulations while the solid lines represent results

which have been bracketed.

Figure 1. Experimental Set-up. Photograph of a 12 day old isolated, sagittal hemisected

rat spinal cord. Two glass suction electrodes are attached to dorsal roots, one for

stimulation and one for recording. A third glass electrode is attached to the corresponding

ventral roots for recording of reflexes. Inset A illustrates an example of a dorsal root

recording obtained with electrical stimulation of 500 pA, 500 prs. Bottom, inset 81,

illustrates ventral root recordings at three time points; control, after DOI application and

wash conditions. Solid horizontal bars indicate early and later latency reflex responses.

Bz, bottom panel shows an example of the quantification of the reflex measured between

vertical dashed lines, which is then rectified and integrated.

Figure 2, Characteristics of afferent volleys recruited by electrical stimulation of dorsal

roots. Stimulating and recording electrodes were placed -4mm apart.A. Recordings
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represent averages of 20 episodes and display progressive recruitment of afferent volleys,

here identified as AB, Aô and C based on increased recruitment of afferent fibre

populations as stimulation strength increases from 50 pA, 50 ps to 500 prA, 50 ps, to 500

¡rA, 500 ps. B. Dorsal root reflexes are recruited at low stimulus intensities (81), and are

blocked by removal of [Ca2*]" (Bz). Dorsal root reflex, Að and C fibre volleys are

indicated. Recordings are raw traces of 3 episodes overlaid. C. Comparison of afferent

fibre recruitment at two stimulation intensities before and after application of 1.0 pM

TTX. Note that at 50p4, 50ps both the AB afferent volley and the dorsal root reflex (at

left) are blocked by TTX (righÐ. However at 500p4, 100ps, a slowly conducting afferent

volley remains (at bottom righÐ that when compressed (boxed epoch), resembles the C

fibre volley observed in the absence of TTX (lower event at bottom left).

Figure 3. The spinal cord can undergo spontaneous and long-lasting transitions in reflex

gain. Ay. Scatterplot of spontæreous changes in rectified-integrated reflex strength values

over time. 42. Twenty superimposed raw traces of reflex responses obtained at the

corresponding numbered epochs represented by horizontal bars in 41. Note the

spontaneous and reversible shift in reflex strength. B. Long-lasting changes in reflex

strength are complex. Br. Scatterplots of changes in reflex strength fot L2 (open circles)

and L5 (closed circles) following electrical stimulation of the L5 dorsal root. Values in

brackets on ordinate present 3 latency ranges after stimulus artifact that was used to

calculate the reflex shength scatterplots shown. The two vertical dotted lines approximate

onset of spontaneous changes in reflex strength. Note that at the first line theL2 and all

components of the L5 reflex are spontaneously increased while at the second dotted line,
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theL2 and only one component of the L5 reflex undergo a spontaneous shift back to

baseline values. Numbered shaded boxes in Br correspond to the 10 superimposed raw

traces for L5 (top) and L2 reflexes shown in Bz'

Figure 4. Serotonin is capable of inducing LLRF and LLRD but selective 5-HTz receptor

activation induces only LLRF. A & B. Scatterplots of changes in reflex strength in two

different animals following application of 5-HT and its removal. In A, LLRF is induced

while in B, 5-HT induces a long-lasting reflex depression (LLRD). C. Effect of DOI on

the sample population. Vaiues are presented as reflex strength normalized to the mean

amplitude value of reflexes evoked in the 30 minute period prior to DOI application. This

period was always used to define baseline. Mean reflex values were first obtained for a

given animal over 10 minute intervals and were used to calculate the population mean *

S.E. (n:10).

Figure 5. Comparison of facilitatory actions of DOI at 3 stimulation intensities. For A

and B, upper waveforms in first 3 rows are recordings of L5 ventral root activity at the

indicated intensities while last row is a recording of the dorsal root to identify recruited

afferent volleys. Examples represent 5 raw traces superimposed. A. In this example,

short- and long-latency reflexes are evoked at AB fibre intensity stimulation (50p4,

50ps) and while following DOI washout LLRF is observed at all intensities, the greatest

relative facilitation occurs at the low stimulation strength. B. In this example, reflexes are

absent at a low stimulus intensity in control and DOI conditions but both short- and long-

latency reflexes become unmasked after DOI washout. Note that in both examples
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recruitment of C fibres does not enhance LLRF. C. Under control conditions, stimulation

of the L5 dorsal root (500p4, 500ps, 1/30 sec) does not evoke reflexes in the L2 ventral

root (top row). However following application of DOI and its wash, L5 dorsal root

stimulation now evokes heterosegmental reflexes in the L2 ventral root (bottom row).

Examples represent 20 superimposed raw traces.

Figure 6. Blocking inhibitory synaptic transmission is not essential for the induction of

LLRF. Stimuli were delivered at 500 ¡rA, 500 ps; 0.03 Hz. A. Activation of 5-HTzc

receptors with the application of the partial agonist lvfr<212 induces a modest LLRF. Ar.

Individual experiment demonstrating the most robust LLRF induced following MK2l2

application. Az. Percent change in reflex strength, expressed as a percentage of control.

LLRF was observed in 5/11 cases. B. Following the block of GABAI receptors with

bicuculline, an increase in reflex facilitation following washout of MK 2I2 is observed.

Br. Individual experiment demonstrating MK2I}-induced LLRF while in the presence of

bicuculline (compare white boxes). 82. Percent change in reflex strength, expressed as a

percentage of bicuculline control (n:5). C. DOI is capable of inducing LLRF during

block of glycine receptors with PMBA. Cr. Individual experiment demonstrating DOI-

induced LLRF while in the presence of PMBA (compare white boxes). Cz. Percent

change in reflex strength, expressed as a percentage of PMBA control (n:3).

Figure 7. Ionotropic glutamate receptor activity is not required for the induction of LLRF

and NMDA or non-NMDA receptor activity alone is sufficient for the expression of

LLRF. 41. Scatterplot of reflex strength in an animal demonstrating that, in the presence
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of AP5, DOI is still capable of inducing LLRF. White boxes are present to facilitate

comparison of reflex strength in the presence of AP5 before and after DOI application.

42. Graph showing reflex strength normalized to that observed with AP5 prior to DOI

application (n:3). 81. Scatterplot of MK 2l2-induced LLRF in the presence of

bicuculline and AP5. White boxes facilitate comparison of reflex strength in presence of

bicuculline and AP5 before and after 1\/fr<212 application. Bz. Effect of MK 2I2 on

reflex strength normalized to that observed in bicuculline/AP5 prior to i|dK2lz

application (n:6). C1. Scatterplot of DOl-induced LLRF in the presence of CNQX. White

boxes are provided for ease of comparison of reflex strength before and after DOI

application. Gray shading indicates the reflex strength prior to the addition of CNQX. In

these experiments DOI was applied at 10 pM rather that 1 pM as applied elsewhere since

CNQX appeared to also block 5-HTz receptors. Cz. Effect of DOI on reflex strength

normalized to that observed in CNQX prior to DOI application (n:3). D1. Scatterplot

showing actions of DOI in the in the presence of kynurenate. Note that the DOl-induced

LLRF is only observed once kynurenate is removed from the bath (compare white

boxes). Dz. Effect of DOI on reflex strength normalized to control, prior to kynurenate

and then DOI application (n:2).

Figure 8. DOl-induced LLRF is saturable. A. Scatterplot of reflex strength demonstrating

that while the first application of DOI induced facilitation, addition of the 5-HTz

antagonist ketanserin had minimal effect. Following wash of ketanserin, a second DOI

application could not produce further facilitation. B. Changes in reflex strength

normalized to values observed with the first DOI application, showing that a second DOI
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application does not produce further LLRF (n:6). If anything reflex strength appears to

be slightly reduced. C. Summary histogram showing effects of pharmacological

manipulation on reflex strength normalized to baseline values before addition of the 5-

HT2 receptor agonists. Note that although the magnitude is variable, all cases show a

reflex strength facilitation following removal of the 5-HT2 receptor agonist.

Figure 9. 5-HTr receptor activation can induce a long-lasting reflex depression (LLRD)

and can reverse LLRF. 41. Scatterplot example showing that following selective

activation of S-HTrn receptors [8-OH-DPAT (S-HTrøz agonist) and clozapine (5-HT7

antagonist)], LLRD is observed which can be reversed after MK 212 application. Stimuli

were delivered at 500 ¡rA, 500 ps; 0.03 Hz and in one case 100 pA, 100 ¡rs; 0.03H2. Az.

Graph showing reflex strength for the population, expressed as percent control, for

DPAT * clozapine, I hour after washout, after application of DOI (or MK 2I2) and I

hour after DOI washout (n:3). 81. Scatterplot showing that MK 2l2-induced LLRF can

be reversed following selective 5-HTrn receptor activation for 10 minutes (DPAT +

clozapine). Stimuli were delivered at 500 pA, 500 ¡ts; 0.03 Hz and in one case 500 pA,

100 ps; 0.03H2. 82. Graph showing rflex strength expressed as percent control, for 5-

HT2 receptor activation (MK 212 or DOI), t hour after washout, after application of 5-

HT1 receptor activation (DPAT and clozapine), and t hour after washout (n:9).

Figure 10. 5HTzc and 5-HTze receptor labeling in lumbar spinal cord of a P14 rat. For

both 5-HTzç (A) and 5-HTze receptors (B), left panel presents low power

photomicrograph of one side of a spinal cord transverse section (scale bar: 100pM) and
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right panels display higher magnification images (scale bar:25¡rM) of superficial dorsal

horn and ventral horn lamina D( (top and bottom panels respectively). A. 5-HTzc receptor

labeling predominates in deep dorsal and ventral horn gray matter. Arrows in right panels

point to cell somas with intense punctate labeling in superficial dorsal horn (top) and

lamina IX neurons in ventral horn (bottom). 8. 5-HTzn receptor labeling is dominant in

the white matter. Note that labeling in the gray matter is uniformly weak. Arrows point to

punctate labeling that is not clearly juxtaposed to cell somata. Scale bars are 100 ¡rm for

left panels and25 ¡rm for right panels. Images are presented as grayscale negatives.

Figure 11. Schematic diagram showing the sites which may be involved in 5-HTz

receptor activated long-lasting reflex facilitation (LLRF). Extensors (E) and flexors (F)

are illustrated. (1) There could be increased presynaptic transmitter release, either from

muscle spindle afferents or from other primary afferents interposed in longer latency

reflex pathways. (2) There could be an increase in excitability of excitatory intemeurons

interposed in longer-latency reflex pathways and/or a decrease in excitability of

inhibitory intemeurons. The former is consistent with recordings of increased EPSP

amplitudes in deep dorsal horn and intermediate grey spinal neurons (Machacek et al

2001). The latter is inconsistent with the observation that pharmacologic blockade of

inhibitory transmission does not block LLRF but instead facilitates it. (3) There could be

a long-lasting increase in the excitability of complementary inhibitory FRA pathways

(extensors in this example). This is consistent with the findings of Machacek et al (2000).

They showed that a DOl-induced long-lasting increased excitability of the crossed

extension reflex coincided with a longJasting decrease in excitability in ipsilateral
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flexors. Finally, (4) indicates that the motoneuron excitability can be increased directly

by 5-HTz receptor activation. However this cannot completely explain the observed

results since on several ocassions short-latency and long-latency reflexes were not

modulated simultaneously.

Figure 12. Inhibition of PKC activity does not prevent DOl-induced LLRF. A1 Example

of phorbol ester induced facilitation with PMA (1pM) 5 raw traces overlaid. .4.2.

Histogram showing the reflex strength expressed as percent of control for 5 experiments

with PMA. Reflex strength was significantly facilitated in3l5 cases. Br & Cr. Scatterplot

examples of DOl-induced LLRF in the presence of PKC inhibitors, calphostin C (calph

C; l¡rM) and GF109203X (GF; 1 ¡rM), respectively. Bz. Reflex strength for the sample

population, expressed as percent of control, for calph C, calph C + DOI, wash of DOI

with calph C and following complete washout (n:5). 82. Similar graph showing reflex

amplitude for GF, GF + DOI, wash DOI with GF and following complete washout (n:7).

Figure 13. Immunohistochemical analysis of PKC isoforms. A. PKC' expression rn

control (left) and DOI treated hemisect spinal cords (righÐ. Top panels indicate cells

immunopositive for PKC., in the dorsal horn (arrowheads). Bottom panels illustrate PKCï

positive cells in the ventral horn. Note that pericellular labeling is observed in both

conditions. B. Serial reconstruction of PKC'* cells showing distribution of PKC, in both

control and DOI treated hemisect spinal cords in serial cryostat sections.
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Figure 14. Histograms of mean (+ S.E.) labeling of PKC', (top) and PKC6 @ottom) in

whole cord (A) or separated into dorsal horn (B) intermediate gray matter (C) and ventral

horn (D). Total counts represent mean values from 10 randomly chosen spinal cord

hemisect sections. PKC' (top bars) and PKC6 (bottom bars) immunopositive labeled cells

are illustrated in different treatment conditions (numbered 1-7). A. Total cell counts for

random sections of the whole cord. B. Total cell counts for the dorsal hom; both the (MK

+ stimulation) cords and DOI treated cords showed significantly different PKCï counts

compared to control cords. C. Total cell counts in the intermediate gray area. Note the

significant differences in PKC6 positive cells in all treatment conditions compared to

control hemisect cords. D. Total immunopositive cell counts for the ventral horn. Note

the significant increase in PKCq positive cells in the (MK + stimulation) condition. There

is also only a significant increase in the PMA (phorbol ester) treated cords with respect to

PKCY.

Figure 15. Prevention of Ca2* release from internal stores does not prevent DOI-induced

LLRF. 41. Scatterplot example of DOl-induced LLRF in the presence of thapsigargin

(thapsi; 20¡tM). Stimulus parameters were 500¡rA, 500¡.ts, 0.1 Hz.42. Reflex strength is

normalized to response with thapsigargin and expressed as percent for DOI in the

presence of thapsigargin, wash of DOI and complete wash conditions (n:4). 81.

Scatterplot example of DOl-induced LLRF in the presence of ryanodine (100¡lM). 82.

Reflex strength normalized to that observed in ryanodine prior to DOI application for

DOI in the presence of ryanodine and wash conditions (n:3).Note that, in the presence
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of ryanodine, DOI does not facilitate the reflex. However, even2 hours after wash in

regular aCSF the reflex remains facilitated.

Figure 16. Inhibition of lipoxygenase or cyclooxygenase cascades reduces the

occllrrance of LLRF. 41. Scatterplot example of DOl-induced LLRF in the presence of

the lipoxygenase inhibitor NDGA (30pM). Az. Reflex strength normalized to that

observed with NDGA prior to DOI application for NDGA + DOI, wash of DOI, and

frnally, complete wash conditions (n:6). The experiments where the addition of DOI was

not bracketed by NDGA are shown with dotted lines. Br. Example of DOl-induced LLRF

in the presence of ibuprofen (30pM). 82. Reflex strength is normalized to the response

with ibuprofen prior to DOI application for DOI * ibuprofen, wash of DOI, then

complete wash conditions (n:5). The experiments where the addition of DOI was not

bracketed by ibuprofen are shown with dotted lines.

Figure 17. Complete block of PLC and PLAz pathways prevent DOl-induced LLRF

while individual blockade of either pathway results in only a short-term facilitation. Ar.

Scatterplot example demonstrating that when DOI is added in the presence of the PLC

pathway inhibitor U73122 (U7; 1¡rM) LLRF is not produced. .4.2. Reflex strength

normalized as o/o ofU73l22 response prior to application of DOI, DOI in the presence of

U73I22, wash of DOI and complete wash conditions (n:4). 81. Scatterplot example of

short-term facilitatory actions of DOI in the presence of the PL&zpathway inhibitor,

aristolochic acid (aristol; 250pM). Bz. Reflex strength normalized to %o of anstolochic

acid response prior to DOI application, DOI in the presence of aristolochic acid, wash of
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DOI and complete wash conditions, (n:4).Note that the DOl-induced reflex facilitation

is not long-lasting. Cr. Scatterplot example of DOI added in the presence of both

aristolochic acid and IJ73122. No facilitation above control values occurs. C2. Reflex

strength normalized to response observed with both 1J73122 and aristolochic acid prior to

DOI application, DOI in the presence of these inhibitors, followed by wash of DOI and

complete wash (n:6). Reflex facilitation was completely blocked in the 4 experiments

when application of DOI was bracketed by U7+aristol. Dotted lines indicate experiments

where application of DOI was not bracketed by the U7+aristol wash condition'

Figure 18. Adrenergic (cr1) and muscarinic (M1;,5) receptor agonists are also capable of

inducing LLRF that is blocked byIJ73122 and aristolochic acid. ^A'1. Scatterplot example

showing a rebound LLRF following activation of ar-adrenergic receptors with cirazoline

(lpM). 42. Reflex strength expressed as o/o of control for cirazoline and wash conditions

(n:3). 81. Scatterplot example of activation of muscarinic Mt,¡,s receptors with

pilocarpine (1O¡lM). 82. Reflex strength expressed as o/o of control for pilocarpine and

wash conditions (n:3). C. Scatterplot example of cirazoline in the presence ofU73l22

and aristolochic acid (n:3). C2. Reflex strength normalized to o/oU73122 + anstolochic

acid response prior to cirazoline, during cirazoline and following wash conditions (n:3).

D. Scatterplot example of pilocarpine in the presenc e ofLJ73l22 and aristolochic acid

(n:5). Dz. Reflex strength normalized to %tJ73122 + aristolochic acid response prior to

pilocarpine, during pilocarpine, removal of pilocarpine in the presence of U73l22 +

aristolochic acid and following wash conditions (n:5).Dotted lines indicate experiments
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where addition of agonist was not bracketed by the U73I22 * aristolochic acid wash

condition.

Figure 19. LLRF is independent of PKA activation. .4.1. Scatterplot example of DOI-

induced LLRF in the presence of the PKA inhibitor RpcAMPs (100pM). Az. Reflex

strength normalized to response with RpcAMPs prior to DOI application, RpcAMPs r

DOI and following wash. LLRF is not dependent on PKA, although the occurrance is

reduced (n:3). 81. Scatterplot example of activation of B-adrenergic receptors with

isoproterenol. Bz. Reflex strength expressed as o/o of control for isoproterenol and

following drug washout (n:3). C1. Scatterplot example of effect of cimaterol on reflex

strength. Cz. Reflex strength expressed as o/o of control for cimaterol and following drug

washout (n:3).

Figure 20. Summary histogram showing the experimental results for Project II. Bars

indicate fhe o/o increase from control. When bracketing exists the control is the reflex

response after the first drug application and the o/o change reflects the magnitude of

response after DOI wash. 'When bracketing does not exist the wash condition, i.e. after all

drugs are removed, is compared to control conditions. 204. Although the magnitude

varies, reflex strength is facilitated long-term with DOI activation of 5-HTz receptors in

the presence of PKA, PKC and IP3 receptor inhibitors (shaded bars). When both the PLC

and PLAz pathways are inhibited, LLRF does not result (last bar). 208. Reflex strength is

facilitated long-term through activation of other metabotropic receptor subtlpes which

also activate the PLC and PLAz pathways.
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Figure 21. Schematic diagram showing ligand (DOÐ induced 5-HTz receptor activation

through G-protein coupled receptors and subsequent activation of both the PLC and PLAz

pathways. Blocking PKCO and IP¡@ still results in LLRF. Blocking lipoxygenase

metabolites of arachidonic acid@ does not prevent LLRF while block of cyclooxygenase

metabolites@ largely blocked LLRF. Blocking either the PLC@ or PLAz@ pathways

blocks LLRF but still produces a short-term facilitation. Block of both the PLC and PLAz

pathways must be blocked to completely inhibit a facilitatory response@. 
'While 

Ca2*

entry through voltage-gated Ca2* charurels can activate PLAz pathwaysA, the observation

in Project I that LLRF is induced in the absence of activity including block of both

AMPA/kainate and NMDA receptors suggests that this route is not necessary for the

induction of LLRF.
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TABLES

Table 1. 5-HT receptor subtypes and standard signal transduction pathways

Serotonin Receptor Subtype Signal Transduction Mechanism

5-HT1a-1¡ Gi¡o JcAMP

5-HT2a-2ç Gqnr PLC I Pr¡oec

5-HT¡ Ligand gated cation channel

5-HT¿ G.l cAMP

5-HTs unknown

5-HTo G,l cAMP

5-HTz G, I cAMP
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Table 2. Species, manufacturer and concentration of primary antibody used to

immunolabel 5-HTz receptors and PKC gamma andzetaisoforms.
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Table 4. Evidence that LLRF occurs independent of afferent activity or blockade of

GABAA, glycine, NMDA and/or non-NMDA ionotropic glutamate receptors.
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APPENDIX I Rapid Report,

Serotonin 5-HTz receptor activation induces a long-lasting
amplification of spinal reflex actions in the rat

D. W. Machacek, S. M. Garraway, B. L. Shay and S. Hochman

Depørtment of Physiology, Emory Un,íuersity SchooL of Medicine,

Atlarta., GA 30322, USA

(Iìercived I lì Julv 2001 ; acceptccl af'ter revision 28 Septurnber 2001)

C-fibre activation induces a long-term potentiation (LTP) in the spinal flexion reflex in

rnamrnals, presurnably to provide enhanced reflexive protection of damaged tissue f'rorn

fìrrther injury. Descending monoaminergic pathu'ays are thought to depress sensorY ilput but

ma¡r also amplif5' spinal reflexes; the rnec:hanisms of this modulation u'ithin the spinal cord

remain to be elucidated.

We used electrical stimul¿bion ol'plimary afTerents and recordings of motor output, in the rat

lurnbar spinal cord maintained in uitro, to demonstrate that serotonin is capable of inducing a

long-lasting incre¿se in reflex strength at all ages examined (postnatal days 2-1 2).

Pharmacological analyses indicated an essential requiremenú for activation of 5-HT2¡1 receptors

u'hile 5-HT¡¡7,n, 5-HT; and 5-HTe,1 receptor activation was not required. In additiort, primary

aflbrent-evokecl synaptic potentials recorded in a subpopulation of laminae III-\¡I spinal

¡elrrorls were similarly facilitated by 5-HT. Thus, serotonin receptor-evoked fãcilitatory

actio¡s are complex, and may invoh'e alterations in neuro¡ral properties at both motoneuronal

and pre-motoneuronal levels.

This studv provides the first demonstration of a descending transmitter ploducing a long-

lasting arnplif,rcation in reflex strength, accomplished by activating a specific serotonill

receptor subtype. It is suggestecl that brain modulatory systetns regulate reflex pathrvays to

function u'ithin an appropriate lange ofsensori-motor gain, facilitating reflexes in behavioural

situations requiring incleased sensol'y responsil'eness.

20t

1.

Spinal rìeurons are sensitized follorving stimuli that
activate nocicepbors. This central sensitization is

characterized by an increased excitability in response to

sensorv inputs, a prolonged afterdischarge to repeated

stirnulation and expanded peripheral receptive fields
(Coclerre el al. 1993). Repebitive activ¿tiou of nociceptors

can also induce long-term synaptic potentiation (LTP) in

the dorsal ¿rncl ventral hor¡r of the spinal cord' These

rnoclificaüions occur at glutamatergic synapses since
y'ü-rnethyl-l-aspartate (NMDA) receptor activation is

requirecl for their incluction (Randic et ø1. 1993; Liu &
San¿tütrler, 1995; Svendsen ¿l ¿/. 1998; Durkovic &

Ploliowich, 1998). LTP of the spinal flexion reflex has also

been ol¡served in cat, (Durkovic & Prokorvich, 1998) and

rat (Anclerson &'Winterson, 1995). In ühe spinalized rat,

pla^sticitv in the f lexor reflex was induced bv st'imulation

of C fìbrles (lVoolf & McIVIahon, 1985). These actions also

appear to be NMDA receptor dependent (W-oolf &

Thoropot , 1991; Anclerson & W'int'erson, 1995; Durkovic&

Ploliowich, 1998). Because central sensitizaÚion and reflex

2.

.).

4.

LTP are similar in terms of incluction, t'ime course, NI\IDA
receptor dependence, as well as ¿ reduced th'r'e'shold for
recruitment, it is likely that these phenomena share

comrnon interneulons (lVoolf et aI. 1994).

Descending systems also regulate the strength of flexion
reflexes. In rat, and cat, spinalization results in increased

f'lexion reflexes ch¿racterizæd by reduced thresholds and

larger receptive fields (Sherrington, 1910; Holmqvist &
Lundberg, 1961; Schouenborg e.t ø1. T992)' Activity-
induced plasticity in spinal reflex pathrva¡rs is also

modulaíed by descending systems since flexor reflexes

can be enhanced for hours follorving conditioning C fibre
stimulation in the spinal ra,t (Woolf & Wall, 1986), but
iclentical stimuli evoke a long-lasting inhibition in the

intact an¿resthetized rat (Goza,riu et aI. t997). These

results are consistent ll'ith observabions from rnanv

studies shou-ing that intact descending bulbospinal
systems exert an inhibitory conbrol of spiual nociceptive

svstems(Basbaum & Fields' 1984)'
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Conversely, bulbospinal modulatory sYstems exist that
facilit¿te spin¿ìl nociceptive svstems (Zhuo & Gebhart,

1992), the spinal rnechanisms of rvhich are unhnou'tt

(I\Íartin et aI. L999 trVei ¿¿ al. 1999). The plesenf sbudy

uses the isolated rat spinal cord to idenüify spinal
rnech¿nisms by rvhich descencling rnodulatory systems

rnight facilitate spinal reflex rrctivity. Some of these lesults

have l¡een reported in abstract, form (l\fachacek eú al' 1999).

METHODS
All cxprrinrerttaì proceclttres t'otnpliecl with the guidelines of both the

National Institutes ol He¿lth ¿nd the Ernory Instit'utional Anim¿l
()¿rc and Usc Committe¿. Spraguc-Darvlc"l' rats (postnatal days

(P)10-14) q'¡1¡s ¿¡¿¡rsthetizæd with l0% ulethane (2ug(kgbod.y
wciuht)-r t.r.) and decapitatcd, and lumb¿r spinal segtucuts wct'c

renroved ¿nd cooltrd usilrg (<4'C) oxvgenated (95% Or5% COr)

high sucttse ¿r'tifìr:ial celobt'ospinal f'luid (a{)SF) containing (rnlt):

*orr,,*,,, 250; K01, 2.5; CaCìr, 1 ; lt{gOl1, 3 ; glucose, 25; NaH¿PO*, 1 .25;

N¿HCO3, 26; al z pH of'?.4. Youttger ¿nimals (P3-9) u'ere

dtx'apit'ir,tcd ¿ncl lumbar spinal scgmcnLs lvcrc Le,movcd ¿nd coolcd

usiug oxt'genatcd not'rn¿l aCISF (rnll): N¿Cl, 125; I(Cl, 2.5; C¿Cl¿, 2;

ìfgClr, I ; gìurrosc, 2õ; NaH-.PO., 1.25; ì\¿HCO,', 26; at a pH ol'7.4.

'l'o lctot'tl reflexes, spinal cord preparations tvertr eithel' left' int¿ct
(Piì-û) ol hernisected (P3-12). Oottstant-r'ut'rent stinuli rvete applied

thrr;ughout e¿trh expetitnt-'rlt, ¿t 0.02 Hz tr¡ a lulnb¿t' dors¿ì root

(L2-L6) rvhìle recording the I'eJlex I'espolìse olt the hotttologous

tcntr¿l loot- Af'tcl obiaining a baselinc evokccl t'eflcx lesponsc, 5-HT

or ¿ ã-H'l'¡s¡ppttrr ligand rva"s bath applied for 10-45 min ¿nd then

rv¿.shcd out.

Ilol t'otnpalisons of retlex arnplitude, responses were retrtifìed nlld

the r¿lcul¿ted integlals of' the lìrst 80 rns of the evoked lcf'lex

(?-87 rns ylst-stirnuìus txrset) were cotnpared before and af'ter drug

applir*ltion. Stirnuli rvere 500 pA, 100 ps unless otherwise st¿ted. In
tivà cxpcriments, hindliurbs rvclc lcft ¿tt'achcd to ¿llorv fbr'

tlettrornvographical (ììIfG) retnrding of motor unit ¿ctivit'v ilr ühe

triccps sulac follou'ing stirnulation of trut clorsal roots.

$r¡r'otonitt (5-Hll; l0pil) ¿ùnd 5-HT retrept'ol st¡lect'ive ligands

(0.5-5.0plr) rvere b¿th applied. ilhe 5-HT leceætor agortist's used

rvc.rt:5-t'¿r,rbox¿rniclotryptamine (5-CT), a 5-H'11,.^7,¡ r'eceptor agonist;

S-hydroxy -2-(rti - n-propylarnino) tetralin (8-OH-DPAT), ¿ i-r-H'lr er;

rcccptot' agouist; 1 -(2,5-dinrcthoxy-4-iodophcrrvl)-2-amino-propanc
(DOI), a l5-ll'I'r.r,,r¡, t'eceptor agoltist; ¿rtrl trlK-21 2, a 5'H'Jl1¡' t (r(:cptrrr'

agonist. The 5-HT rcceptol antagonist"s uscd u'ct'c IVAY-100Ûi15, ¿

õ-HT,,1 receptor antagonist; nortncth.t'l tlozapitrc, a 5-H'l'1^,¿¡

lerept'or antagortist; and spipet'one, ¿ 5-H'l:,¡,- ÌeflrPtol' attt*gottist.
'l'he Ntr{.DA leceptor ¿ùnt&gotlist l-rt -2-alnirltr-ir-phos¡lhonovalcrric ¿trid

(APV) wa.s applied at 50 prt. All ligancls rvere obt¿ined fi'ottr

lìBl/Sigru (Natick, MA, LrtjA).

Whole-cell 'blind' patch clatttp recordings were m¿de itt laminae

lll-Vl fiom thick spinal cold sliccs (-600 pm) or the hctliiscctcd

spilral <:ord ¿t P8- 14 as described previously (G¿rr¿rv¿v & Hochrnan,

2001) to re.cot'd evoked poshsynaptir: potentials fbllorving stiniulation
¡¡f ¿¿f¿1rhed dors¿l roots. Resting tnelttbtiule potcntiaì, leak

corìduct'a,nce attd courpensated selitrs re^sistance (lrridge balanrx) rvr:t'e

monitot'ccl throughout to cnsurc rccrording stability. Synaptic
potentials rvere retrorclecl ¿t the siune lnt¡tnbr¿r¡c pottlntial bef'ore,

duling and af'bcr 5-HT application to cnsut'c lcliablc cornparison of
trhanges in synaptic potential arnplitude.

R,ESULTS
5-HT evokes a long-lasting reflex facilitation

Reflexes'r1'ere measured in 43 spinal cords (rnean age, P7).

F<¡llou'ing ¿r, baseline reflex of consisbent amplitucle
(30-60 rnin period), supelfusion of 5-HT depressed reflex
responses (e.g. Crick & W¿llis, 1991). Hou'ever, following
í-HT wasl¿ouf, a long-lasting reflex fäcilitation (LLRF)
'was observed (Fig. 1-4 and .B) throughout the age range

examined in both intact and hernisected spinal corcls and

could be maintained for several hours (Fig. 1C).

Separation of the ref'lexes into epochs that approxirnately
clivide monosynaptic from polysynaptic components
(Crich & Wallis, 1991) demonstr¿ted thab the short-
latency reflexes underwent a greater relative facilitation
(Fig. 1D). In the presence of the NMDA receptor
antagonist APV, only the early reflex component
rerner,ined (Fig. 1E). Under these corlditions, the
remaining short-latency AMPA/kainate receptor'-

mediated reflex is clearlv facilitated follorviug 5-HT

Figure 1. 5-HT evokes a long-lasting facilitation of reflexes but only following washout

/, rarv traccs of rcflexes cvokcd fbllowing dorsal root stimulation at 300 pA, 100 ps. Truncatcd

stintulation ar.tifact ¿t arr,orvhca.d is fbllowcd b¡r cvoliecl rcflex (onset of monos.¡'naptic cotnponcnt is

inclic¿tccl by cloq,nu,ard arrorv). ln thr: prcscucc of' 5-HT, thc rcflcx I'csponsc is smallcr in arnplitudc.

Frllì.q,ing w¿shout [he earl.1, I'tif]ex js pr.rtt:nt'iakrcl ancl longer'-latency tef'lerx ì'esp(Jnse;i ¿ùplxì¿ìl'. B, change

in rtdlex-amplituc.le clu¡i¡g ancl af'ter õ-HT a¡rplit:ation. Reflex anrpìilurJe is expressed a^s a petu:ntage of

rne¿ns of'the 10 responses plior to õ-H'11 appìication. I)ata lxrints rvcl'e otrt'airrecl fiorn the integlal of

rectified leflexes fb| the periorì of'7-87 ms f'ollowing stilnulus onset. Bam represent standard en'nts of'the

rnean of're^sponse þr : g). Q example in an individual cot'cl to dernonstrate the ability of 5-HT to f'at:ilitate

reflexes fbrJseveral hours. For sitnl:licity, the ordinate presents integral of I'eflex (mV ms) in rel¿tive

unihs. ,D, r.ef'lex ¡asprrnse^s a^s ¡l'asented in .B but, divided ilrkr earlv (7-20 rns) and late (20-87 rns)

componcnts. -&, thc rnonosvnapiic reflcx is facilit¿tcd. The figurc presents thc ¿r'cragc rcflcx rcctifiecl ancl

intcgratccl in yarious rncdia. LLR!- is incluced in the plesence of the NlfDA, rcccptor antagonist APV

1.o,opo." 11,¿1,¡rfbr¡r 2 to 4). Thc grcl' arca highlights the ?-20 rns latcncv- Boxccl insct' iclcntifìcs

ir.r,,,fo.,n* rvith clrug applir:ations. Reoorc.ls A-lN ¿t:e flum ventt'¿ll loots. F, evidence of 5-H1ll indt¡trecl

L,LRF in the tl.ioeps sul.¿e. EtrI(ls rvele res;rded with a rvit'e electrocle rvhilc thtr cut L5 drlrsal t'oot rv¿¡,s

stirnul¿tecl ¿t threshoìcl fbr ref-lex reoluitnent (?0 pA, 100 ¡as). Foìlorving apl:lioation of S-Hill t'htr s¿nre

stimulus evoliecl a lalger: r,eflex. Arrowhe¿d indic¿rtes onset of trutrc¿lh;d stilnuìus ¿l'tif¿trt. Sc¿ìe b¿ls in 'l
and -É'¿r'e 20 lns.
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rvashout (Fig. 1E). EIIG
illustr¿lte th¿t l,he reflex
rnotÆneurons (Fig. 1.t').

5-HT2c receptors are implicated in gonerating LLRF

In order to deiermine the 5-HT receptor subtype required

for the induction of LLRF, pharmacological manipulabions

rvere performecl and ¿re summarized in T'lble 1' Analyses

demonslrated that in the presence of the 5-HT2.{/2(:

mlnutes

recordings ftom the tricePs

f¿r,cilit¿tion occurs in somatic
receptor antagonist norrneth¡rl clozapine, 5-HT failed to

incluce LLRF (Fig. 2A, lop\, u'hile the 5-HT. receptor

agonisü DOI alone rvas sufficient üo induce LLRF (Fig' 23,

bottom). DOI, in the presence of the 5-HT2.{ receptol

antagonist spiperone, still producecl LLRF as did MK-212

alone, a selective 5-HTe¡ recepbot agonist (not illustrrr'ted)'

Agonists selective for bhe 5-HT1¡7rn, 5-HT2.\ or 5-HT7

reóepbrs clicl not induce LLRF and antagonists selective

for 5-HTr,r, 5-HTr.{ and 5-HT7 receptors coulcl uot

BA
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Figure 2. 5-HT2 receptors mediaùe the LLR'X'

.4, potcntiation fbllorving application of Dol (5-HT¿ rcccptor ngonist; 0.5 prrt) ancl 5-HT (10 pu) is

,ã-por.,t fb' trvo difïercnt groop. of spinal cords fb' a labe*c.y of ?-87 r:rs (a: I fbr' 5-HT' r¿: 8 for

.DOI). Daú¿ grinls lt present tüe nor.rn¿liz,erl i ntegral of reotified tt+flexes expressecl a^s a percentage * s'R-lt'

of tbe l¿st I0 respgrrses prior kt drug applicaiion. B, 500 nlt l)ol-incluced reflex pote.tiation fbr the

uuo,.,,g*l .,rrp,ru."l, fì.,rr, 8 spinal corc.ls is.sirpa.atecl into earìy (7-20) and late (20-87) r'eflex urnrponenfis'

ñ,rt* i¡ut p.Lnfiation of 
"¿.ly 

ref.lex oourpãnent is greak;t, but more variable. (Ì reflex cloes not uncleÌgo

5-H.1.-inducecl potentirrtion *h"n pro-iu.rbatecl in rrolmethvl r:lozapine (a 5-H'I'¡ receptor antagorti'st;

i piO. Op"" *i,,ì g.oy boxes clesignate periorl of' application of' noÌrnethyl cloza¡rine ¿nd 5-H'll,

.Jrpã.tir*f.u. ¿, tfrã reflex f'acilitatiãn plociuc".l f'ollou'ing DOI application ¿ncl iLs rv¿shout is let¿ined

rvith subscqucnt adclition of a 5-HT3 r'cccptor agonist (normcLhyl clozapine; 1 prrl) dcrnonstlating that

rcflcx f'acilitation is not maintained by continued 5-HT2 rcccptor ¿ctiv¿tion. open and gÌov boxcs

ac*ignot" pcriocl of application of DoI ¿ucl tlol'lncthYl clozapine, r'espcctivel-v.

0
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Table 1. Dissection of 5-IIT receptor subtype responsible for generating LLRF of spinal reflexes
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Agonist Antagonist

LLRF
atìer

rva^shout (lonclusit¡n

5-H'11

5-C"l' (5-HTrÄ/ru.7)

8-OH-DIIAT (5-HTrÂ.7)

DOI (5-HTr.\/(,)
5-HT
5-Hlll
DoI (5-HTe_A/(l

NIK-212 (5-HT,c)

War'-1 00ti35 (5-HTr..\)

Normethvl cìozapi ne (5-H1llr.\/c)

Spiperone (5-HTr,r.¿..r)

13/14
Not 5-H17 or 5-H1¡¡71s 212
Not 5-HT7 or'5-HTr.{ 3/3

5-H1'2¡r.rr'5-HT14 5/5
i\ot 5-HT',1 212

5-H1lì..,.. or 5-HT2¡' 3/3
5-H'l'2¿' Sltj
5-HTrc A/3

Yes
No
r\o
\¡es
Ycs
No
Yes
Ye^s

'I'he trvo leflmost colulnns present 5-H'1'r'eceptor agonist ancl/or antàgonists apPlied rvith putative site of'

¿stion in þr¿ckt¡ts. The midclle column states whether LT,RF was observed follorving drug wir"slrout, and

tbe lwo ¡¡ghtmost columus pl'ovide an intærpretation of the re^sulLs follorved by sample size, reslrcctively.

prevent LLRF induced by 5-HT (Table 1). That 5-HT
itself i¡duces LLRF only following wa,slìout, indicates the
potent inhibitory å,ctions of other activated 5-HT
receptors on tlìe recruitment of spinal reflexes during its
application. Presurnably, the 5-HT2 receptor-meclià,t'ed

effects ¿ìre unma,slied fbllowing lvâshout due to their
uniquel.y long-lasting actions. The long-lasting actions of
DOI do not seem to be clue to incorn¡rlebe rvashout as they
¿ì,r'e not outcompeted by a high concentration of a 5-HT2

antagonist, uorrnethylclozapine (Fig' 22).

Figure 3, A subpopulation ofdeep dorsal horn 
-

,r"o.ott undergoes a long-lasting facilitaüion of
EPSP amplitude

.d, clorsal roots u'erc stimulatccl rvithin a frequencv

range of 0.01ì-0.0õ Hz. Facilitation oor.:ur:recl in õ/8 eells'

,8, 5-HT incluces a longla^sting increa^se in multi-
segmental convelgence. Illectrodes were attaclled to

ho-rnonvmrtus (L4) a,ncl hetelon.yrnous looLs (L2, L3, L5)'

Stiruuli rvcrtr clclivcrccl at 0'03 Hz. EPSP arnplitudc

int:renstrs, fbllorving washrrut of 5-H1l', rvertl fbund in

?/19 cclls and pcrsistccl fbr thc tluration of thc
lecolclirrgs. Sc¿le l;¿ls are 5 lnV, 200 ms'

Figure 2.4 compales the modulatory actiolts of the 5-HT,
receptor agonist DOI to 5-HT. In contrast to 5-HT, DOI
w¿ìs capable of increa"sing reflex arnplitucle during its
application. In addition, following drug washout, DOI
produced a greater facilitation than 5-HT. The st'ronger

facilitatory actions observed u'ith DOI are presumably
due to its selective â,cl,ivå,tion of signal bransduction
paühu'ays linorvn to increase spinal cord exc:itability (see

Discussion, Cornmon Lranscluction rnech¿nisms for cenl,ral

sensitization and LLRF). DOI also increasecl spontàneous

A Tronsverse slice
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ã¿otr
ã
Ero
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at)
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B Hemisected cord
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J
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motol acüivity. As rvith 5-HT, the sholb-latency reflexes
underrvent a greater rel¿tive f¿r,cilitation (Fig. 2B).

5-EI produces a long-lasting facilitation of sensory
synaptic actions in spinal neurons

Neurons in the deep dorsal horn are modulated by 5-HT
in a complex manner (e.g. Jankorvsl<a et al.1997; Shav &
Hochrnan 2001; Garrarvay & Hochm¿n 2001). Patch
recordings using thick tLartsverse slices demonstrate that,
a subpopulation of neurons in the deep dorsal horn
undelgo a 5-HT-induced long-lasting facilitation of their
primnry afferent-evoked, Iargely monosvnaptic (see

Garr¿rvav & Hochman 2001) exciüaüory postsynaptic
potentials (EPSPs; Fig. 3,a). The isol¿r,ted hemisected
spinal cord preparation w¿s then used to dernonstrate
that 5-l{T also produces a long-lasting facilitation of
sensorv-evoked EPSPs converging from mulùiple spinal
segments onto a subpopulation of similarly located
neurons (Fig. 3.B). This observed increase in EPSP
amplitude in spinal neurons from distant spinal segrnenús

suppolts a 5-HT receptor-evoked inclease in 'receptive
field size'. In all neulons, facilitated synaptic actions
continued for the duration of the intracellular recording.

DISCUSSION
Summary

5-HT depressed reflex activity in the iz oitroneonat'alt:at
preparntion (cp. Cricli & Wa,llis, 1991). However, we

observed a long-lasting fäcilitaüiorr of reflexes follor,'ing
5-HT rv¿uhout that could be maintained for several hours.

Application of 5-HT receptor ligands dernonstrated that
LLRF occurred via 5-HT2c receptor activation' While
longer latency conrponenls of bhe reflex were clearly
facilitated, even the short-la.t,ency APV-insensitive
reflex rvas facilitated. Some neurons within laminae
III-VI also underwent long-lasting facilitation of
afferent-evoked EPSPs. Thus, bhe increase in reflex gain

coincides with aIr inclease in sensorY gain to a

subpopulation of neurons. That excitatory input from
multiple spinaì segments is facilitated in individual
neurons indicates that the svnaptic facilitation is
rvidespread. Some of these facilitated neurons may be

spinal interneurons interposed in the polysynaptic reflex
paúhrvays that contribute to LLR'F.

Common transduction mechanisms for central
sensitization and LLRF

Group I rnetabot'r'opic glutamate receptors þnGIuR,l/
mGluRS) ¿r,re invoh'ed in the central sensitization that
follou's nociceptive stimuli (Fisher & Coderre, 1996)'

These receptors lead to an activ¿tion of protein kinase C

(PI{C) and there is a PKC dependence of central
sensitiz¿rtion (Yashpal et al. L995). PKC acti'r'¿rtion also

potentiates NI\IDA receptor activity therebv facilitating
NMDA receptor-dependenf LTP (Ben-Ari et' aI. L992).

D. W. Ma.chaceh, S. M. Galrawa.A, ß. L. Sho,y a.nd. S. Hochn¿a.n J. Ph,ysiol.5B7.l

The 5-HT2 class of selotonin receptors also activate PI(C.
Accordingly, 5-HT2 receptor ¿cüivation with the selecbive
agonist DOI produces a long-lastiug facilitation of
glutamatergic transmission in some dorsal horn neurons
(Holi ef ø1. 1996). IVfaintained increases in motoneuronal
excitability (Wang & Dun, 1990; Yamrr,znlii eú al. 1992)
and stretch reflexes (Miller el. a.l. T996) have also been
reporbed u'ith DOI. Finally, in adult rat, r'ecent studies
have demonstrated that sonìe monoàrninergic nuclei c¿n
facilitate nociceptive reflexes (Calejesan et al. 1998;
Marbin et al. 1999; Wei el ø1. 1999), in addition to their
traditional antinociceptive role (Basbaum & Fields, 1984),
suggesting that a serotonin-induced long-lasting reflex
fàcilitation may be present in the adult CNS. Thus,
descending selobonergic systems may acl,ivate spinÐ,I

5-HT2 receptors to recruit the same signal transduction
paihways recruited by nociceptor affelents via
activation of group I rnetabotropic glutamate receptors,
and hence also contribute to central sensitization and
flexion reflex LTP.

Conclusion

The oJ¡selvation that 5-HT can induce a long-la^sting
facilitation of spinal ref-lexes suggests that the brain can
amplify the flexion reflex via serotonelgic systems.
Because the 'sensitized' int'erneurons serving flexion
reflex LTP probably receive rnulti-sensoly convergent
irrput (Woolf et aI. 1994), these interneurons are likely to
correspond to those interposecl in flexor-r'eflex ¿fferent
path'n'a5rs (Baldissera et a.l. l98t). In conclusion, rve

provide the first demonstr¿l,ion of a descending
transmitter that, rvhen bliefly applied, cau procluce a

long-lnsting amplificaliort in ref'lex arnplitucle.
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